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Dragon ball z episodes guide

Season 17 No episodes have been added for this season of Dragon Ball Z. Season 9 Season 8 seasons 7 seasons 5 Season 4 Seasons 3 Season 2 Season 1 Share in: List, Dragon Ball Z episodes, Episodes, Dragon Ball Z share this is a list of Dragon Ball Z episodes under the name funimation dub. The overwhelming dragon Ball Z is the second series of
the Dragon Ball animated franchise. In Japan it ran from 1989-1996, and was a very popular show, crashing a total of 291 episodes. In the original Toei Animation production of the series in Japan, the series was divided into four major track tracks known as sagas: Saiyan Saga, Frieza Saga, Cell Saga, and BuuGa. When Dragon Ball Z was first produced in
the U.S., Funimation collaborated with Entertainment Saban to finance and distribute the series of TELEVISION, sub-licensed home distribution videos of Pioneer Entertainment (later known as Jeneon Universal Act), reversal ocean production for reducing the animated animated in English, and hire Shuki Levy to compose an alternate musical score. This
dub of Dragon Ball Z has been heavily modified for content, as well as length; decreased the first 67 episodes to 53, and it is commonly referred to as the ocean dub or Saban dub. It was raised early in the morning of 1996 for two seasons on WB and UPN Affiliate Networks, but it was canceled in 1998. A year after finding the newly found popularity on
Toonami, the series has been reconsider for continuation. FUNimation began doubled episodes 54 to 276 (the series' finale) on their own, with their own actors in-house and studios equipment from 13 September 1999 to 7 April 2003. This is re-dub commonly referred to as the Funimation dub. In the dub FUNimation of the series, the four original saga were
further divided into a total of sez saga: Vegeta Saga (Saiyan Saga), Non Saga, Capt Gyuga, Frieza Saga, Garlic Jr Saga, Trunks Saga, androids Saga, Imperfect Saga cell, perfect Saga cell, saga cell games, Great Saga, Tournament World Saga, Babidi Saga, Majin Buga Saga, Merging Saga, and Kid Buga Saga. In 2004, the Geneon/Leisure pioneer (which
owns the rights to Dragon Ball video distribution Z's) license expires, and the rights to video distribution of the series were acquired by FUNimation, including the video rights of the first 53 (67 original) episodes of the series. After accompanying licence for the first two seasons of the show, FUNimation began re-dubbing it with the cast in order to keep double
the series consistent, and re-dubed the original uncut 67 episodes of the series. FUNimation then announced that they would release these 67 episodes off of the Ultimate Uncut Special Edition line DVD, released the first DVD on April 12, 2005. However this DVD set cancelled before each episode was released, in favor of Funimation then-upcoming
Settings In Remastered Box Sets. However, all Five episodes of Dragon Ball Z was later raised on Anime Cartoon Network, starting on June 14, 2005 and continuing throughout the summer. The in-house FUNimation cast began to voice the episodes starting in 54 episodes (the beginning of Season 3, Captain Ginyu Saga) where the Ocean Group stays.
While the first two seasons ocean-voices were heavily insensitive by FUNimation, the dub of in-house was not, this was because the series moved from syndication to less strict channel the Channel Drawing Network. FUNimation's talent in-house continues to give the series from 54 episodes until the final series of 276 episodes (unprecedented 291
episodes, as explained below). In the UK, the AB Groupe has hired the Ocean's talents to create an alternative dub for episode 108-276 (123-292 off). This concurrent dub uses the same scripts and episodes titles as FUNimation's dub in-house. Because the independent FUNimation dub began in 54 episodes, it wasn't until several years later that
FUNimation acquired the rights of seasons 1 and 2 from the former distributor Jeneon. After receiving the rights in the first two seasons, FUNimation re-dubbed the original shrinking 53 episodes with their own actors for Television Broadcast. They planned to release these episodes cut into Uncut's ultimate series of DVD with the first volume available in April
2005. However, this DVD set never ends, with the 67 episodes off (along with the other 224 episodes in the series) being instead released into funimation Remastered Box Sets. However, all Episode 67 were also revealed on Cartoon Network in the summer of 2005 beginning in June, two years after the finale of Toonami. Seasonal Episodes Originally
Airplane 1 (Raditz Saga) June 6, 14 June, 2005 - June 22, 2005 1 (Vegeta Saga) June 29, 2005 - October 11, 2005 2 (Name Saga) 31 August 15, 2005 - October 10, 2005 2 (Captain Ginyu Saga) September 7, 13 September 1999 - September 20, 1999 3 (Frie 32 September 1999) - 3 November 1999 4 (Garlic Junior Saga) April 10, April 8, 2000 –
September 1, 2000 4 (Trunks Saga) September 8, 4 , 2000 - September 13, 2000 4 (Android Saga) 14 September 14, 2000 – October 3, 2000 5 (Imperfect Saga Cell) October 13, 2000 – October 20, 2000 5 (Perfect Phone Saga) October 13, 23, 23, 2000 2000 - November 8, 2000 6 (Phone Games Saga) November 29, 2000 - December 29, 2000 7 (Other
World Saga) September 5, 10, 2001 - September 14, 2001 7 (Great Saiyaman Saga) September 10, 17 , 2001 - September 27, 2001 7 (World Tournament Saga) 10 September 28, 2001 - 12 October 2001 8 (Babidi Saga) 12 October 15, 2001 – November 1, 2001 8 (Majin Buga Saga) November 22, 5, 2001 - October 10, 2002 9 (Fusion Saga) October 22,
14, 2002 - 18, 2002 9 (Kid Buga) November 12, 19, 2002 - March 28, 2003 9 (World Peace Saga) April 4, 2, 2003 – April 7, 2003 Raditz Saga Main Article: Raditz Saga Ep# Original Title Airdate Code 1 New Threat Tuesday July 14, 2005 One With No New Battles in Battle, Goku lived a quiet life in the country with his wife Chi-chi and their son Gohan! While
Goku makes plans to spend a happy day with friends on the island of Master Roshi, a powerful new threat is on his way to Earth. And the arrival of this Alien is able to spell disaster for Goku and his friend! 2 Reunions Wednesday 15 June 2005 2 Goku and Gohan participated in a meeting on Master Roshi's island, where Goku introduces his son to all his old
friends. Their smile quickly limps, however, as a visitor freak on the island, and for Goku the day gets a meeting of a different kind. A powerful alien has arrived. It's Raditz, the goku's older brother! 3 Unlike Alliance Thursday 16 June, 2005 3 Raditz Kidnapped Gohan! But unless Goku agrees to attack his friends and all the people of the Earth when they join
Saiyan, he can never see his son again! All hope is not lost, however, as a second guest arrive on the island and Goku forgets an incomplete alliance! 4 Piccolo's plan Monday 20, 2005 4 The situation looks weak for Goku and Piccolo, as Raditz easily distorts all attacks on his way. It's perfect a powerful new attack... The special cannon beam! There's only
one problem. Piccolo needs time gathering the energy for the blast, which means Goku will have to last for five minutes against Raditz alone! 5 Raj Gohan on Tuesday 21 June, 2005 5 As Goku takes ringing after being punished ringing out of the evil Raditz, Gohan is able to look no further! The young boy's rage unlocks an abusive power sleep in him, and
releases a powerful attack that doesn't even raditis can resist! But as soon as Gohan's power appears, it disappears. But when Raditz prepares to hit back, Goku must make the ultimate sacrifice to save his son! 6 No time like Presenting Wednesday, June 22, 2005 6 With Raditz defeat and Goku going out of this world, the survival of Z-fighters must begin
preparing for two more Saiyans who will reach the earth in a year. Piccolo takes Gohan into the wild for a serious training program, in the hope that his underlying power will be revealed. Meanwhile, Goku embarks on a new adventure to the next world, as it must travel the enduring miles of how snakes are trained from the legendary King Kai! Vegeta Saga
Main Article: Vegeta Saga Ep# Original Title Code Production 7 Days 1 Thursday June 23, 2005 7 Gohan starts his first day of piccolo training. Alone in the wilderness, he must learn to take care of himself. But that's not easy when he's tired, hungry and they were chased by hungry dinosaurs! If Gohan's first day is this dangerous, how will he ever survive for
the second one? 8 Gohan Go Bananas! Monday 27 June, 2005 8 Krillin receives a message starting. Korin wants him to assemble Yamcha, Tien, and Chiaotzu with special training reports! But if that wasn't enough, he and Roshi still have to find a way to tell Chichi what happened to Goku and his son. Meanwhile, Gohan's training causes him to undergo a
shocking transformation! 9 Robot StrangeSt Tuesday, June 28, 2005 9 Gohan woke up in the wilderness to find herself going with a new set of clothes on her back. But the boy puzzle has little time to assess what happened before a group of wild animals try to have him for breakfast! The ouster leads Gohan to the depths of an ancient cave, where he meets
a former robot Capsule Corp. The robot has remained alone in the cave for more than 30 years... and it's not happy to have visitors! 10 A new friend Wednesday, June 29, 2005 10 Krillin pulled Yamcha away from a row baseball game to begin training at Korin Tower. Meanwhile, Gohan's adventures in the desert continue, as he makes a new dinosaur friend!
Gohan is thrilled to finally have some company. That is, until it becomes a reminder of pepper buckle... not all dinour are friendly! 11 Error on Arlia Thursday 30 June 2005 11 While Goku ran down Snake Way for a meeting with King Kai, Gohan gets a very important survival lesson in a T-Rex. Meanwhile Vegeta and Nappa head towards Earth, but make a
quick stop on planet Arlia and become the tyrant king's prisoner who rules the planet. After a brief roll with Yeddy's monster, the Arlians realize that the two Saiyan are more so then they can be handled as Vegeta and Nappa leave their awful mark on the planet. 12 Global Training Monday 4 July 2005 12 Gohan handled and trained his survival and spend his
day teasing an fun but delicious T-Rex. Tien and Chiaotzu are training across the planet, but the intrantors are interrupted by a very demanding launch. Goku is trying to get King Kai on how snakes while Piccolo's power gets out of control and disaster results. 13 Goz and Merise Tuesday 5 July 2005 13 after waking up dazed and decentriorating, Goku sees
a fruit tree. No one is denying his aptie, Goku helps himself. But his looks are two giant ogres who want nothing more than to use the hero as an actor! If Goku can defeat the challenges, the vote agrees to show it the way back into snakes. But can these two be trusted? 14 Princess snakes Wednesday 6 July 2005 14 Finally back on snakes, Goku comes
throughout a house. Thinking of king Kai's legendary king, Goku believes his amazing journey ended. But he soon finds himself starting to deceive himself by Princess Snakes... who will do anything to keep his prisoner Goku forever! 15 Dueling Piccolos Thursday 7 July 2005 15 Still in shock that Raditz was for him to bow his louder, piccolo grain in the
sleeve resulting in two! Gochan takes a break from training and starts dreaming about his mother and father. The day after she decided to visit her mother in the ocean crossing over an iron flurry. She soon gets caught in a hurricane and remembers she can't swim! Could this be the end of Poor Gohan? 16 The plight of the children Monday 11 July 2005 16
after surviving a rough night in a historic sea, Gohan washed her body and is shy back to health by two orphans named Rom and Chiko. It turns out that they are part of a larger gang of orphans who live on their own and are constantly on the run of adult medicine. Pigero, the orphan leaders, haunts a plan to take the orphaned kids to a safer place but when
the police show up everything goes wrong! 17 The Pendulum Chamber of Peril Tuesday 12 July 2005 17 Mr. Popo leads Soriantary Earth to The Carmi Pendulum Chamber where past, present and future exist at the same time. After an eventual journey back in time they all realize they have to train a lot harder if they will stand a chance against the two
Saiyan speeds ever closer to Earth. 18 End Way snakes Wednesday 13 July 2005 18 Gohan continued his martial art training under the eye watching Piccolo, but a strange transformation takes him on. A full moon causes young Saiyan to pick up from control! Meanwhile Goku finally made it to the end of Snakes Way and mistakenly a friendly apep named
Bubbles for the mythical King Kai. With two of our heroes it will be bananas it looks like two senis Saiyans will be having an easy time invading Earth! 19 Challenged Gravity Thursday 14 July 2005 19 The Gohan Formation and Piccolo will continue to intensify, but it's Goku facing the biggest challenge. Goku starts his training, but it is unlike anything he has
ever experienced before. The intense gravity of King Kai's planet makes training difficult, but when he learns that the Saiyans are used to extreme battle conditions, Goku inspires giving it all. But will it be enough? 20 Goku's Ancestors Monday 18 July 2005 2005 after Goku completed the first phase of his special art martial arts training King Kai instructing
him to bash Gregory with a hammer. Easier said than done. After a run up behind exams, King Kai recounts the story of the Saiyan race. Inspired, Goku summarized his training and eventually managed to put the hammer at Gregory. Unimpressed, King Kai agrees to train Goku personally. But will it be enough to stop the Incoming Invasion of Earth? 21
Counting Down Tuesday 19 July 2005 21 The Goku Formation and fuller King Kai Kai, Master Roshi and the Dragon Gang saga want him back to life! And they aren't a moment too early. There's only one day left before the Saiyan arrive! The problem is it will take Goku two days to get back on how snakes! 22 The darkest day On July 20, 2005 22 Saiyans
Vegeta and Nappa definitely announced their arrival on Earth and the complete destruction of the Eastern City. Their power sensations, Vegeta, Gohan and Krillin prepare for the worst and meet the Facing Saiyan where Piccolo learns of his origin on the planet name. Yajirobe also learns of the Saiyans arriving but uses it simply as an occasion for profit. Our
heroes were left facing off onslaught in Bud Saibamen under the expanding orders of Vegeta and Nappa. 23 Saibamen Attack! On Thursday, July 21, 2005 23 Which completed their year-long journey on Earth, two sister Saiyans made their presence known with explosive style! Now Krillin, Piccolo, and Gohan stand face-to-face with these monster Saiyan,
and the devilish henchmen they brought with. Can they keep out until Goku arrives? 24 The power of Nappa Monday 25 July 25, 2005 24 enraged about the loss of his friend, Yamcha, Krillin unleashes a powerful attack that destroys the Maniacal Saibamen once and for all. But the victory is only temporary. Now the Earth's defender must fight the Saiyans
themselves and the awful Nappa is ready for a fight! 25 Sacrifice Tuesday, July 26, 2005 25 In a desperate attempt to save his friends, Chiaotzu sacrifices himself to stop the evil Nappa. But when the smoke of the fire is clear, Nappa remains standing. Now Tien and others are expected to carry on without their friends as Nappa launches another devastating
attack. Though her body is broken, Tien has a left trick that could put Saiyan in devilish fishermen, once for everyone! 26 Nappa Rampages on Wednesday 27 July 2005 2005 Vegeta Call one half of the fight, and Nappa uses time to go on a rampage! Meanwhile, Goku reached the end of Snakes Way and race to reunite his friends. But is it already too late to
save them from the Mortal Saiyans? 27 Nimbus Pace Thursday 28 July 28, 2005 27 Piccolo, Gohan, and Krillin do their best to stop the invading Saiyan, Vejeta and Nappa, from finding the Dragon Balls and taking over the planet. Meanwhile, Goku is flying back to Earth to steal nimbus with more power than what he ever did before. Is it going to be enough?
And it will happen in time? 28 Arival Gokuvene to Monday 1st, 2005 28 Piccolo makes the final sacrifice in an effort to save Gohan from the championship without the Saiyan broker. Just when all seems desperate, Goku finally returns to Earth with an incredible new level of power and confronted the Saiyans. But will this new power be enough to defeat
Nappa and Vegeta? 29 Lesson Number One Tuesday, 2005 29 locked in final battle with Earth's Saiyan attack, Goku begins to demonstrate the skill and training he received from King Kai beginning with a devastating attack on Napa. But when Nappa considers defeat under the order of Vegeta, it turns on Gohan and Krillin only to stop by the Kaio-Ken raid.
Broken and defeated, is finally vanquished by Vegeta let Goku face it alone.30 Goku vs. Vegeta Wednesday 3, 2005 305 after sending Gohan and Krillin away, Goku decided to take on the mighty Veget all of itself. As his family and friends wait with Marvel, Goku and the powerful Saiyan figure off to a destructive battle. Both warriors seem to have been even
matched, but both are hiding their true strength. Can Goku's ability be hidden must be enough to put an end to this once and for all? 31 Saiyan Sized Secretary Thursday 4, 2005 31 Vegeta and Goku continue their one-on battle in force, willingness and determination. Breathless, the two warriors seem to have even matched, until Vegeta reveals the secret
power of the Saiyans; The ability to transform into a giant steam, rage is able to destroy all civilization and planet! Does Goku find a way to stop this monstrous attack? 32 Spirit Bombs go off! Monday 8, 2005 32 fighting continues between Goku and Vegeta that is now a completely transformed Saiyan gerior. When Gohan senses the danger his father faces
he convinces Krillin that they have to return and fight. Goku is left with no choice except to use God's Spirit Bomb but then fails he is left in the clubhouse of Vegeta with no help in sight! 33 Heroes of the Shadow Tuesday 9, 2005 33 and Goku keep in the closet of the giant Vegeta tempered, Krillin and Gohan launch a desperate attempt to save him! All is for
nothing, however, as Krillin's Disc Disc fails to server that the Saiyan. But a single hope remains to reverse Vegeta's monsterized transformation, when a hero step isn't easy out of their shadow? Yajirobe! 34 Krillin Offending Wednesday, September 10, 2005 while Gohan fought for his life against Vegeta, Goku passed the power of the Spirit of Krillin. With Kai
King's council, Krillin launched the bomb at Vejeta in an attack that sent evil Saiyan heaven-high. Now that it has sent hurt towards the most out-reaching atmosphere of the Earth, this is surely our last hero seen in the Vegeta... or is it? 35 Mercury Thursday 11 August 2005 35 Gohan transformation into the giant ate, much to the demare of the Mad Vegeta.
After a grueling battle, Vegeta managed to cut Gohan's heart, taking away his ability to transform. But the giant fell and broke Vegeta, left him beaten and beaten. Krillin decides to finish the Saiyan, once for all, but Goku has other plans? Saga Name Main Article: No Saga Ep# Original Title Airdate Production Code 36 Picking up the Pieces Monday August
15, 2005 36 The battle with the Saiyans finally won, Goku, Krillin, and others are krillin, and others to mourn the loss of Yamcha, Tien, Chiaotzu, and Piccolo. With Kami also gone, The Earth's Dragon Ball has disappeared. There is no hope to wish any of the heroes to fall back to life? Or is it there? 37 Plan for Departure Tuesday 16 August 2005 37 and
warriors tired of Earth's Planet are bandaged and caring, Bulma accidentally destroys Saiyan's spatial, leaving no way to get Planet Names! But Mr. Popo revealed that there could be another spacecraft to be used. Can they get it in time, and will the old and forget the same boat work if they do? 38 Nurses injury Wednesday 17, 2005 38 Goku, Krillin, and
Gohan's wounds and prepare to return to their Saiyan attack while Bulma follow Mr. Popo to find a space ship to take up his name planet. There are plans to find dragon balls in trying to bring back Piccolo. Can Goku recover before it's too late? Does Bulma get to planet names, and once there, what obstacles await it? 39 Friends or footers? Thursday 18
September 2005 39 Gohan join Bulma and Krillin as they head to Planet Namek in search of the Dragon Balls. What begins as a mundane journey becomes chaotic when encountering a rare situation of blanks in space. Find themselves on some kind of space station, they set out on foot to get their escape. 40 Held captive Monday, September 22, 2005 40
Bulma, Gohan and Krillin were taken captive by an army of children. Children believe that they are allies with Frieza, who destroyed their planet, and he?sing is taking more than a few kind words to convince the children of their innocence. 41 See below below Tuesday 23 August 23, 2005 41 When Bulma, Gohan and Krillin crashed on Behalf of the Planet,
they almost lost their lives when their boats fell on a cliff. Luckily, the two kind names have to save them and chips. Using help from one of them, named Raiti, they hunt down three dragon balls being brown on the planet. 42 Research continues Wednesday, October 24, 2005 42 Gohan, Krillin and Bulma continue their search for Dragon Balls on Behalf of the
Planet and new Friends Zaacro. But standing in the roads is one giant means! Meanwhile, Goku has escaped from the hospital to set up for his re-match against Vejeta. 43 A friendly surprise Thursday 25, 2005 43 As Bulma, Krillin, and Gohan close to the last dragon balls, they instead discovered the secret identities of some Nonkian friends. While Goku
works to build up his strength, Vejeta is looking for him to thirst for vengeance — he puts one thing only: Destroy. 44 Brood of Evil Monday August 29, 2005 44 Bulma, Krillin and Gohan complete their journey to Planet Nonk and begin their quest for Dragon Ball. But Vegeta aims to collect the magic orb as well. And could there be another evil force in
working on Planet Name Unbeknownst Gohan and the gang? There is?s a gathering of warriors on the surface of Planet Nonk, and they all have the sights set on the same price. 45 Frieza Freeze! Tuesday 30 October 2005 45 Hunt for Dragon Ball hit a brick wall when Krillin, Gohan and Bulma saw two pod Saiyan No. What they don't know?t realize is that
this once being taken over once being taken over not only Vegeta, but also Frieza with her clan, makes their requests much more difficult. 46 Challenged Wednesday 31 August 2005 46 With chances to rapidly climb against them on Behalf of Planet, Krillin and Gohan will need some serious help if they hope to recover the Dragon Balls from Frieza and its
men. Meanwhile, back on Earth, Goku is still recovering in the hospital. And even though she has doctor?s ordered them to stay in bed? he had?t let that stop him from going to No! Defense Name Defence Thursday, September 1, 2005 47 Krillin and Gohan get their first real estate in Frieza?s cruel villain to get a village name inspector. Frieza wants the fifth
Dragon Ball, and he is prepared to learn where it's by any means necessary? but no they had?would give it without a fight! 48 On Monday 5 September 2005 48 can stand beside them and watch the tortoise again, Gohan leap out of hiding to rescue a baby name in the clips of Frieza?s wrong samples of trunk. Now Gohan and Krillin have an even bigger
problem on their hands? Dodoria is running behind them, and she has won?t stop until she has her revenge! 49 The Prince Of Battle returns Tuesday, September 6, 2005 49 Dodoria will continue searching for Krillin and Gohan in the Nonkian wilderness, but what isn't it? Vegeta is waiting for her! The Saiyan Press have a score to settle with Dodoria. And the
time for the final showdown between these two powerful villains came. 50 Unexpected Problems Wednesday 7 September 2005 50 Goku?s Tour of Names takes an unexpected detour when its spatial hits course by an asteroid! Goku has to act fast to fix the boat and put it back on track? for he led straight to the fiery heart of a star! 51 Vegeta has a ball
Monday 12 September 2005 51 With its new ability to sense energy without a scouter, Vegeta quickly tracks down a Village Nonk and releases a performance display of power. Can't resist the Saiyan?could, their names have no choice but to bear the dragon balls. Now there is only one Ball dragon left to find, and Dende knows who has it? Elder's name! 52
The Past and Future Tuesday 13 September 2005 2005 jumped into space on its way to No, Goku receives some happy news? his friends had him to king Kai? planet! But the celebration is cut short when King Kai realizes Goku will rush to face the Frieza unprecedented fate. Meanwhile, more trouble is brewing on Planet Name. The fight between Vegeta
and Zarbon began! 53 Zarbon's Surprise Wednesday 14 September 2005 53 Vegeta?s Showdown And Heat Zarbon Rise, As Zarbon Reveals His True Power? The ability to transform into a giant, fantastic beast! With his size and strength, Zarbon quickly turned to the fight, looks like it could be lights out for the Saiyan prince? forever! Guru Guru's Thursday
15 September 2005 54 When Krillin and Dende talk to Elder's name, Guru, Krillin become a double surprise! Not only does he receive a dragon ball, but Guru awakens the sleeping powers of him! Is Krillin?s incredible new strength must be enough to win the race for the Dragon Ball? 55 Piccolo vs. Every person Monday September 19, 2005 5 Yamcha, Tien,
and Chiaotzu underwent King Kai?s rigorous training program. But the intently gets really intense when piccolo challenges them all in a three-on-one bout! Meanwhile, on Planet Namek, Frieza?snchmen work to review Vegeta in order to find the disappearing location of the Missing Ball Dragon. But is Prince Saiyan too far going to recover? 56 Zarbon's
Mission Tuesday 20 September 2005 2005 Vegeta makes an escape of the clips in Frieza, and manages to take the Dragon balls with him! Krillin returns with his dragon ball from Guru, and hopes to bring Gohan to meet him in order to unlock the hidden powers of the young Saiyan. While Goku continues his journey into space to join others on behalf,
Zarbon sets out to find Vegeta and Dragon Ball, or himself will face the consequences. 57 Gohan, Hunted Wednesday, September 21, 2005 57 Vegeta managed to escape the fences at Frieza, and take the Dragon Balls with him! Krillin returns to Bulma with the Dragon Ball he received from Guru, but is quickly found by both Vegeta and Frieza?s sessions,
Zarbon. After a long battle, Vegeta shows Zarbon that the true warrior is. And, as Goku turns out of control of the magnetic storm, Gohan will return with the last remaining Dragon Ball. But who will get it first. Krillin and Bulma, or Vejeta. 58 Enemies unknown Thursday 22 September 22, 2005 58 The Ginyu Force, Frieza's private attack force, are on their way
to planet names, where Vegeta, Krillin, Gohan and Bulma all searched for Dragon Balls. In a lucky congestion, Gohan managed to hide the last Dragon Ball from Vegeta, who took the rest of them from Frieza. While Goku continues his journey of no, he trains and pushes himself to 100 times the gravity plus his own power level, but will this even be enough to
stop the Ginyu Force? 59 Destinations: Guru Monday September 26, 2005 59 While Krillin and Gohan fly to see Guru, they left one dragon ball to hide back in the barracks with Bulma. But when Dragon Ball misteryezly disappears, Bulma must embark on an underwater water adventure to get him back! 60 Big Bulma's Day Tuesday, September 27, 2005 600
Bulma finds itself in deep trouble, just as taken hostage by two in Frieza?s henchmen incorrectly. Now he must bring them on an underwater demand for dragon balls. And without Gohan and Krillin to save him, does he?ll have to find a way to outsmart his sensor? or winds rise to sleep with Fish! 61 Hidden Power Wednesday 28 September 28, 2005 61
Krillin and Gohan complete their trip to Guru?home, but little to figure out, Vegeta is hot on their trail! Can Guru unlock Gohan?s hidden power in time to keep rampaging the Saiyan?anger? And even if it can, are none of them prepared to face power in the Ginyu Force? 62 New Ally, New Problem Thursday 29 September 29, 2005 62 With the Ginyu Force
around him, is Frieza on the vegetation of taking over the universe? Or is Vegeta?s new alliance with Gohan and Krillin proving to be a sufficient deterrence? Can our heroes go to the dragon balls that remain in time to call the Dragon and make their wishes? It?s a race to survive, and all second counts! 63 Guldo's Leader Binds Monday 3 October 2005 63
Battle with the Ginyu Force begins, as Gohan and Krillin launch a checkpoint of explosives in Guldo! But they soon discover there is more of Guldo than meets the eye, when does he trap them with him? Leader? Technical! Krillin and Gohan are bearing help by Guldo?power, and this time, there's no one to save them! Or is it there? 64 Recoome Unleashed
Tuesday 4 October 2005 64 After merely escaping under the battle with Guldo, our heroes are not out of the wood yet! The real nightmare is only beginning, as Steps Recoome up to contend! Vejeta attempts to defeat members of the Hulk Ginyu force alone, but when his attacks have no effect, his doom looks certain. Is the Prince Saiyan finally done for? 65
Let's Fight Start Wednesday 5 October 2005 65 And Krillin and Vegeta both hit out at the terrible recoome commission, only Gohan stays carried on! The young Saiyan will have to call on all ounces of his strength and courage to meet this mighty enemy. The only question is? Will it be enough? 66 The new Goku Power Thursday 6 October 2005 66 Goku
arrived on Planet Name, and without a second loss! Gohan and Krillin are hanged by a thread, held at the mercy of the Ginyu Force! Is Goku?s formation of gravity 100-times preparing him to face the powerful ones? 67 A legend revealed Monday 10 October 2005 67 Goku came to his family's aid and friends against the mighty Ginyu force. As Vegeta,
Krillin, and Gohan look on, Goku easily defended their attacks to Jeice and Burter, two of the Forces wars?finest. But is these defenses merely a bluff intimidating their attacker, or did Goku become what Vegeta thought was only a legend?. a Super Vanilla? Captain Ginyu Saga Main Article: Captain Ginyu Saga Ep# Title Original Code Production 68 Ginyu
Assault Monday 13 September 13, 1999 68 Burter and Jeice continue their assault on Gokuk. Even with Burter's incredible speed, they can't land a pudgy stroke on Goku. He eventually defeat Burter with ease, but Jeice retired back to Captain Ginyu. Vejeta then mercy kills Recoome and Burter, they were both without knowledge. 69 Incredible Forces!
Monday 13 September 1999 699 Ginyu and Jeice arrive on the battlefield. Goku starts fights with Ginyu. Meanwhile, Bulma decided to go after all Seven Dragon Balls herself.70 Frieza Approach Tuesday 14 September 1999 70 after being judged by Ginyu to reveal her true power, Goku uses her kaio-ken, and powers up to complete it, which is much more
than Giny expected. Meanwhile, Guru gives Dende the healing power, and Frieza arrives at the Guru, looking for the password for Dragon Balls. Guru's bodyguard, nails, steps up. 71 Goku's sisters Ginyu and Ginyu Am Goku Wednesday 15 September 1999 71 Frieza start tortured nails, while the battle between Goku and Ginyu continues. Ginyu realized
that his opponents are far stronger, so he uses his body switch technique and takes Goku's body. 72 Call the Eternal Dragon Thursday 16 September 1999 1999 72 Ginyu escaped with Goku's body, while Gohan and Krillin found the Ball dragons in Frieza's boat. Ginyu and Jeice arrive, with Ginyu still in Goku's body, but he can't use Goku's power. 73
Gohan, defeat your father!! Friday 17 September 1999 73 Gohan and Krillin begin to fight Ginyu, who is in Goku's body, while Vegeta takes Jeice. Meanwhile, Nail continues to discover for time as Dende heads for Gohan and Krillin with the password. Vegeta toys with Jeice and does short work in him. Vegeta then sees that Krillin and Gohan are unable to
beat Ginyu and step up to the plate. Ginyu is defeated by Vegeta and tries to use his body technique with Vegeta. 74 Captain Ginyu ... The Frog Monday 20 September 1999 74 Goku throws himself ahead of Ginyu's corpse, and he and Ginyu are set to be in their original body. Vegeta then attacked Ginyu, further weakening Ginyu's body. Ginyu then tries to
change body with Vegeta again, but Goku throws a Nonkian frog in the way and Ginyu is stuck in a frog's body. Vejeta then places Goku in a rejoicing tank inside the frieza space with Krillin going to Guru. Frieza Saga main article: Frieza Saga Ep# Title Original Plane Code Production Production 75 Password is Porunga Tuesday 21 September 21, 1999 75
Nail gives out his struggle against Frieza and then reveals that the fight was bought time for Dende to give the gohan password with Krillin. Frustrated, Frieza races back to stop Gohan and Krillin from pleasing to volunteer to review friends. Dende summons the Nonkian Dragons for Krillin and Gohan. 76 Piccolo returned on Wednesday, September 22, 1999
to 199 76 Gohan and Krillin named Porunga, the Eternal Dragon Name, to wish their friends back to their lives. But only one person can be reviewed per desired. Unable to want to back all four of their friends, Krillin and Gohan decided to use the first wish to bring Piccolo back to life, who will review Kami and the Dragon balls on Earth, and use the second
wish to leopard her No. But Vegeta arrives before the last swet is hunted. It requires granting immortality but Guru dies before his sweat can be granted and for dragon balls to become useless. He is angry because his will was not granted, however he is the least of the problems, as Frieza arrives and sets the scene for an inevitable battle. 77 Merging on
Thursday, September 23, 1999 77 and past the Guru, dragon balls are make completely useless and no more than ordinary rocks. Frieza claims he's going to kill the rest of Z-Fighters one by one. As she and Vegeta struggle, Piccolo arrives on no, finding a seriously wounded nail. Unable to fight off his body, Nails suggests he and Piccolo combine the forces
of a Nonkian fusion technique. Once stuck with nails, the Piccolo race to the battlefield helps his friends against Frieza. Vegeta proposes that Frieza should transform, revealing his true power, which he obtained from Zarbon. 78 Power Battles: A Million?? Friday, September 24, 1999 78 stories of Frieza's obscure reveal as she transformed with her powers to
reach new heights. Frieza now claims that she has a power struggle at a million dollars. As Gohan, Vegeta, and Krillin are facing off against him, Krillin falls preocuting in one of Frieza's attacks on the Jan. 79 Gohan attack Friday 24 September 1999 199 79 Angered by mailing Frieza to Krillin, Gohan takes on Frieza. Gohan is seriously injured while fighting
Frieza, but a renewed Krillin (cured by Dende), managed to fly Frieza long enough to Dende to restore Gohan's health. Piccolo, unite with nails, arrives on the scene and looks ready to take on Frieza. 80 Piccolo September 27, 1999 1999 80 Gohan seriously wound up in his bizarre With Frieza. But a renewed Krillin leapt back to the fragile and restarted his
war on Frieza. Thanks to Krillin's efforts, Frieza was stranded long enough for Dende to restore Gohan's health. Finally, Piccolo, now unites and nails, arrives at the battlefield! Will the combined efforts of Vegeta, Gohan, Krillin, and Piccolo be enough to stop Frieza's government from terror? 81 Déjà Vu Tuesday, September 28, 1999 81 Piccolo says others
are staying back and occupied Frieza alone. The surprise of everyone, including frieza's, Piccolo managed to hold onto his own due to his union and nails. Despite Frieza's attacks, Piccolo looks as if he's in taking upper hands. 82 Frieza's Second Transformation Wednesday, September 29, 1999 as the fight continued, Piccolo withdrew his clothes and
increased his power, attacking Frieza head on. Knowing that his current power is not enough, Frieza transformed into his third form. After transforming into this lifestyle, Frieza quickly found the advantage on Piccolo. Vegeta begins to form a plan that could lead to victory against Frieza. Unable to see his mentor suffer, Spring Gohan in action, plunged into
Piccolo's help. 83 Another transformation? September 30, 1999 83 Gohan races in Battle of Assist Piccolo, showed great power against Frieza, and almost achieved victory. Vegeta revealed his plan to Krillin, telling him to beat him to near-death and allowed Dende to heal him, allowing his power to increase after recovery from serious injuries, thanks to his
Saiyan cells. That's in order to get Z fighting them a likely increase survival as Frieza transformed for one last time. 84 Halfwide on Friday, October 1, 1999 84 was transformed for the last time, Frieza began an attack against Z-Combatants. Then he slain Dende and Beam his death because of his healing power. Then Frieza is trying to hit Gohan, but a
surprise move from Vegeta saved Gohan from certain deaths. Then makes the claim that she will take on Frieza all alone, because she believes to be a Super Saiyan. 85 Renew Goku Monday, October 4, 1999 85 Despite the increase in power, Vegeta cannot take Frieza. As Frieza pummels beat the Vegeta, the others, torn with fear, no choice but to agony
to watch. But as all hope seems to lose, Goku fully recovered inside Frieza's spatial and discovers his power has increased since his battle with Captain Ginyu. 86 End of Vegeta Tuesday, October 5, 1999 86 Vegeta beat, while, without force to stop Frieza, Gohan, Piccolo and Krillin can only watch. However, Goku's restoring arrival at the battlefield, with
Frieza diverse his attention to the renewed Saiyan. Frieza suddenly realised that Goku is, the son of Bardock, the saiyan sailors who tried to stop Frieza's renier many years ago when he destroyed Planet Vegeta. Vejeta then declared that Goku must be a Super Saiyan, and that Frieza stands with no chance against this new threat. Frieza fires the ends of his
death in the heart of Vegeta, bearing proud of the War of saiyan warfare without help. Vegeta explains to Goku how Frieza was responsible for the man he became, and asked him not to let him exercise the same catastrophic action to anyone else. Vejeta sobbed his last tears, and died. Goku promises he will carry out Vegeta's wish to the best of his ability;
He then buried Vegeta in an undecided grave to prepare to fight Frieza. 87 The ultimate Fight on Wednesday 6 October 1999 87 Goku begins its battle against Frieza, and it looks like he and Frieza are equally matched, and Frieza admits that he is the strongest Saiyan. Meanwhile, King Kai reveals that Goku might just have a chance, that if anyone could
take down Frieza's wrong move, it would be him. Goku and Frieza match ringing for the ringing, and Piccolo, Gohan and Krillin have issues just watching them. Z combatants are watching on John Goku is thrown into a pool of lava, and it seems that no-one stands a chance now, but Goku rushed up to the surface and reveals it is only starting to warm up.
The 88 Super Powers Clashes Thursday 7 October 1999 88 Fighting between Goku and Frieza will continue. A part is when Goku fires two kamehaha topedo in Frieza from underwater, his fent, and Goku then delivers a powerful kick on Frieza, sending him to a mountain. Frieza survives however, and then traps Goku inside an energy ball. Frieza's bach



goku is trapped around, but Goku escaped from the ball because of his speed. 89 Friday, October 8, 1999 899 Frieza has many it can defeat Goku without use of it, but Goku's combat skill makes Frieza regret making such a statement. Meanwhile, Captain Ginyu pulled out his body switch technique over Bulma, leaving him stranded in the body of a frog. 90
Bold and fearless Monday, October 11, 1999 90 Ginyu ran into the Z-fighters, but as Bulma. Frieza claims he was only using 33% of his power. Then he proved he is not manufactured by power up to 50% of his maximum. In this solar powered up estate in Frieza, Goku can't even pump against him.91 FireFighters Tuesday 12 October 1999 1999 Ginyu's 91
reveal and trace changed again, and with Piccolo, but his attempts are cut short when Gohan launches Bulma, (in the body of a frog) in the path through Ginyu's crosswalks to change, causing Bulma to return to his original body , and Ginyu is being returned to the body in a break. Meanwhile Goku is still losing against Frieza. Even the Kaio-Ken x10 is not
powerful enough for it. Goku is thrown underwater, and Frieza is trying to drown him, but a vision of his close friends and family being killed by Frieza, and Earth is destroyed, giving Goku the encouragement he needs to use the x20 Kaio-Ken Carla. After landing some short points, Goku fires a massive Kamehaha in Frieza, and for a moment it looks like Goku
claimed victory, but Frieza survived. 92 Trump Card Wednesday, October 13, 1999 1992 Goku becomes another vision, but this time he is in Vegeta, King Vegeta, and Bardock telling Goku that he is the last hope of a valiant soryan race. After the vision is designed, Goku uses his latest and most powerful technique, the Spirit of Bombers. Meanwhile,
members of the dead in the Ginyu Force arrive on the planet King Kai. 93 Hold the Chance Alive Thursday 14 October 1999 93 Yamcha, Tien, and Chiaotzu will put their learned from King Kai to fight the dead members of the Ginyu Force. Meanwhile on behalf of No, Frieza is still able to figure out what Goku is up to, which is until he hits Goku in a circle, and
notices the reflection of the Spirit bomb. Realizing that the Spirit Bombers could already have the power to destroy Him Frieza attempts to end Goku, but Piccolo jumps in and frieza Frieza away, allowing Goku to continue building the Spirit. 94 The Power of the Spirit Friday October 15, 1999 1999 94 Goku continued to gather the energy for His Spirit Bomb,
called on the entire solar system for help. Frieza is trying to attack Goku, but Gohan, Krillin, and Piccolo stall him. Finally, Goku launches Bomb spirits and it make a direct hit on Frieza. 95 Transform on Monday, October 18, 1999 to 1999 on the planet of King Kai, Yamcha, Tien, and Chiaotzu sent all members of the Ginyu Force back to H.F.I.L. while on
behalf, Frieza somehow survived the Bomb Spirit, and he ablaze his death beam at Goku, but Piccolo buckets in the road and is critically wounded , though not dead. Frieza then caused Krillin's body to explode from the inside, killing him. Bad beyond belief, Goku underwent a wild transformation; her eyes turned green, her hair turned gold, and her body is
painfully in a gold aura, it is revealed that Goku has finally transformed into a Super Saiyan. 96 Blast Anger Tuesday, October 19, 1999 1999 96 After Gohan commanded to take Piccolo and Bulma into his spatial and leave the planet, Super Saiyan Goiyan Goku attack Frieza and his overwhelming with great increasing power. Frieza can't believe that this
Super Saiyan is the most powerful of all ways, and the tyrant finally receives a taste of her own medicine, at the hands of a Saiyan. 97 The destruction of no destruction Wednesday, October 20, 1999, may defeat Goku, and Frieza fires his Death Ball on behalf of himself. The explosion crossed the core of the planet. But since Frieza did not use his full power,
the planet provided five minutes before destruction. 98 A Final Attack Thursday 21 October 1999 1998 Goku launched a powerful attack against Frieza to end the battle and escape the blown planet. But Frieza managed to pick up enough energy to reach 100% of her full power, making the same two match battles again. Meanwhile, because of the planets'
imminent destruction, Gohan races to get Bulma and get him into Goku's bulkness. 99 Approach destruction Friday, October 22, 1999 999 fight between Goku and Frieza roared as the destruction of the name draws closer. On Earth, all seven dragon balls were collected and King Kai formed to save the unused remains of No and put an end to Frieza. Kami
and Mr. Popo then Shenron's saga. 100 Gohan Returns Monday 25 October 1999 100 100 Kai King's Plan Near Completion As All Frieza Victims Wanted to Return to Life, Such as Guru and Dragon Balls. Meanwhile, Frieza launches a sneak attack and hits Goku in a lava pool and it appears to have been undo. With Goku apparently out of action, Gohan
arrives on the scene and takes him up against Frieza. Frieza easily beat Leftan, but Goku re-from the lava and sent Leftan back his erection. 101 Last Wish On Tuesday 26 October 1999 109 101 Now that Guru and the people of their names were brought back to life, the names of the Dragon Ball and Porunga are repaired for final wishes. While Goku
continues battling Frieza, Dende Race makes the final wish to complete The Kai King's Plan.102 Duels on a Vanishing Planet Wednesday October 27, 1999 1029 102 All wish no on Earth, except for and Goku, who chose to stay, put an end to the fight to get started. Frieza won't give up without a fight and the time of destruction the name is almost at hand,
meaning Goku may be stranded on the planet when it's blown. 103 Pathos of Frieza on Thursday, October 28, 1999 103 The name is approaching fast, but Goku finally takes Frieza down. However, Frieza still has some tricks that could turn the tables on Goku, an energy disk, that follows him wherever he goes. 104 Frieza Defeat!! Friday 29 October 1999
104 Frieza's ability to continue tracking Goku through the nearly blown Nonk planet exploded, Frieza grows desperate and in trying to destroy Goku, who manages to counter each movement, create another disk and begin to lose control of Goku's movement. When Goku resumes his attacks against Frieza, he was distracted. Frieza's energy disc cost him the
fight, slices him and powers it in half, making Goku the victim .105 mighty struggle in Rage on Monday 1st November 1999 109 after being cut down by his own deadly attack, Frieza Beg Goku helps him. Reluctantly, Goku gives him some energy to escape names, but Frieza is disadvantageous to accept defeat and use the energy to fire an explosion in
Goku. Goku turns around and fires a stronger blast at Frieza, destroying the evil tyrants once for everyone. 106 Exploding The Name ... The end of Goku? Tuesday, November 2, 1999 106 Goku races towards Frieza's religious space to escape his name. King Kai informed Goku's family and friends of his supposed death, but they don't seem to worry,
because the powers of Dragon Ball's name allow someone to be reviewed multiple times. But King Kai knew that could not allow Goku and Krillin to return to life. He told Bulma that when the dragon restores the life of someone it brings them back to the place where they were killed, and Goku and Krillin died on a planet that no longer exists. Vegeta is happy
with the news, but Gohan defended his father's honor by challenged him to a fight. Vegeta pummels Gohan, but he is saved at the last minute by Piccolo, who tells Vegeta in the back.107 Goku's Alive!! On Wednesday, November 3, 1999 107 With the battle over, the time comes for him to return to some friends. Vegeta tells Bulma that there is a way to
review Goku by calling him at Other World's check station. Meanwhile everyone goes to body capsules. While Krillin and Yamcha are wanted back, Tien and Chiaotzu want to stay on the planet king Kai until they nominate Dragon Balls can be used again. As for Goku, he may not want to go back to life because he never died on No. The Nonkians then use
the last wish to telepot all of them, except Piccolo, to the name New Planet. Garlic Junior Saga Primary Article: Garlic Jr. Saga Ep# Title Original Plane Code Production 108 Sky Shake Saturday 8 April, 108 Garlic Jr. has managed to escape the dead area and is wanting to revenge. Meanwhile, life for Z combatants became scared as Krillin now has a
girlfriend named Maroon and Master Roshi will be part of his island. However, Garlic Jr. and his boy Spice were trapped Kami and Mr. Popo in a small glass bottle. Lay Jr. then planned to release the Black Mist on Earth, turning the people into evil fiendels. 109 Black Fog of Earth Saturday 15 April 2000 109 As the Mist Nut spread, Gohan was sneaked off
into the island of Master Roshi to join the party, with a worry and angry chi-chi in pursuit. Soon the mist affects everyone, except for Gohan, Krillin and Maroon. Now they are forced to fight their infected friends for their lives. And when Spice Boys arrive, they learn they only have twenty-four hours to reverse the effect in the middle and the sarphured water or
they shall remain so forever. 110 Battle of the Lookout Saturday 22 April 22, 2000 110 As Piccolo tries to catch the Spice Boys and infected Z-Combatant, Gohan and Krillin races to the lookout to get the sacred water war in time. But Garlic Jr is there, the sarcomic water guard with Kami and Mr. Popo himself. Gohan and Krillin stand ready to take on Garlic
Jr. and the Spice boys to save the world. 111 Battle with Piccolo Saturday 29 April 29, 2000 111 Gohan and Krillin faced off face with Jr.Jr.'s new fighter jet – Piccolo, infected by the Black Water Mist. Moard and Sel take the fight, and it seems that they will beat Z the remaining combatants. Krillin beats seriously, which forces Gohan's power to rocket sky. He
finishes in two of the Spice boys, and prepares to face his friend and his mentor, Piccolo. 112 Call for Restoration Saturday 3 May 2000 112 Gohan continues to take a beating from Piccolo, while Krillin tries to free Kami and Mr. Popo. But he's too infected by the Mist Black Waters, leaving Gohan hopping only for earth. It seems that there's no way Garlic Jr.
can beat. 113 Suicide Course Saturday, May 13, 2000, 113 Piccolo and Krillin revealed they were not infected by the Mist Black Water, only to pretend they could hold the searing. Freely Krillin Kami and Mr. Popo and Piccolo tell them to release the Sacred Waters, but to accomplish this, they must travel to the grounds of their former guardians, where seven
currents will be found in the world. Meanwhile, Gohan and Krillin fight Spice the remaining boys, while Piccolo takes over Garlic Jr., who uses the Makyo star to increase his ten fold power. 114 Extreme Measure Saturday 20 May 20, 2000 114 The Makyo star made garlic garlic jr. and his remaining boys are more powerful than ever with the three excess Z
fighters. Meanwhile at the lookout, the goalkeeper last tried to prevent Kami and Mr. Popo from releasing the Water. Fights are starting to take the tolerated over, as Piccolo and Kami both feel their lives being wrapped away. But Gohan, who defeated their boy Spice Spice, steps to face off against Garlic Jr. alone at .115 World Wake Saturday to May 27,
2000 115 as Gohan throws his attack on Garlic Jr., Piccolo continues limp due to his former goalkeeper continuing their attack on Kami. During the battle roared over, Mr. Popo releases the Sacramental Water into seven air streams. The people on earth are returning to normal and Kami is free by the goalkeeper's former goalkeeper. Outraged that his plan
failed, Garlic Jr. reopened the Dead Zone to attack Z-Battlers forever. 116 Brief Odds for Victory Saturday 27 May 27, 2000 116 Garlic Jr. is watching as Z-Combatants Struggle to Hold of Being Sucked into the Dead Zones, thinking it is only a matter of time. Gohan is the only one still standing, retaining Krillin and Piccolo, and it will take a risky attack to put
an end to Garlic Garlic Jr once and for all. Gohan then unleashes an attack, which destroys the Makyo star. With his power source destroyed, Garlic Jr. returns back to his small form, he is sucked into the dead zone, this time permanent. 117 Krillin's proposal Friday, September 1, 2000 117 While on a shopping trip with Marron, Krillin is surprised to discover
that he has marriage on his mind, while back at Kame House, Master Roshi claims that an emergency became apparent that all people gathered in their resume turtle stay. Once they learn that the emergency call is no more than a forgotten birthday, the tortoise is 1000 years old. Later on, Krillin wonders if he's good enough for Marron, hear Krillin's dilemma,
the turtle informs Krillin of the Tear Mermaid, the greatest shovel, a gift worthy of picks. Quickly afterwards, Gohan and Krillin venture into the vast unknowns of the sea, and come across the legendary scoops, but the sea creatures surrounding the picks are ready to defend it, and their lives. Krillin and Gohan return to Roshi's master, and Marron Leaves to
enjoy the comforts of the beach, Krillin confronted him there and said he is over, Krillin reviews Kame's house, with tears in his eyes, hidden by the sun. Trunks Saga Main Article: Trunks Saga Ep# Original Title Airdate Production Code 118 Frieza's Counterattack Monday 4, 2000 118 Chi-hire a tutorial for Gohan, who literally cracked hit the whip. Meanwhile,
Vegeta arrives at Capsule Corp, returning from space without finding Goku. Yamcha finds that Bulma actually worried for Vegeta and he gets jealousy. Frieza survived and is coming to Earth with his father King Cold. 119 The Mysterious Youth Tuesday 5 September 2000 119 Z-Combatants meet and prepare for battle. Frieza isn't wanting to get his revenge
and once his boat is given his outgoing order to start the attack. A Warrior arrives with slices of heaven. He intends to defend Earth.120 Another Super Saiyan? Wednesday, September 6, 2000 120 The mysterious teenage mysteries confronted Frieza, Cold King and soldiers. The Sdia attacked strangers but are delicate in his sword. Strangers announce that
he knows Goku and is a Super Saiyan. He transformed into a Super Saiyan and Z-Fighting to ask if it's Goku to sense. Frieza is trying 3 times to defeat the strangers all failed. He fires a death ball to the stranger 10 times the size of the one that destroys No, but the Strangers captured it and improved it. The Strangers then took his sword and slices frieza in
half. 121 Welcome Back Goku Thursday 7 September 2000 121 after it ended with Frieza, the mysterious alien bed sights on Cold King. He defeat King Cold with ease. It announces the Z-fighters that Goku will arrive in two hours. Z-Fighters are following him through where he says Goku will land and wait. Once two hours spent, a space pod land with Goku
emerging, was surprised to see his friends there to welcome him .122 Mystery reveal Friday 8 September 2000 122 Goku requested by the mysterious alien speak in private and has Super Saiyan force tested. Once the stranger meets, He reveals his name is Trunks, he is Bulma and Vegeta Vegeta's son Vegeta, from a future time, explaining Goku will die
from a heart virus with all Z-fighters, except Gohan, will die within three years by Android created by Dr. Gero, a scientist who worked for the Red Army that Goku defeated when he was a kid. After giving up the Goku antidot for the virus, Trunks returned to his own time, leaving Goku to explain the Z fighters who lie ahead to them. 123 Goku's Special
Technique Monday 11 September, 2000 123 Goku explains the others how he survived the destruction of the name, says he managed to go through a Ginyu Space Force pod and crashed on another planet named Yardrat. There, the inhabitants gave Goku back to health and taught him a new technique: The Instant Transmission. As for Trunks warning
about the future, Piccolo (he heard everything because of his big ears), says everyone has to decide whether they will fight or not. They all agree to fight and start training for android ones. 124 Z Warriors Prepare Tuesday 12 September 2000 124 Try to become stronger than Goku, tracks Vejetta in Earth's 300x gravity. Yamcha gives it a try, but it is too much
for him. And Vegeta almost gets himself killed when the capsules explode. Meanwhile, Goku and Piccolo were busy training hard with Gohan. 125 Wednesday, September 13, 2000 125 While training for the fight against the Android, Goku and Piccolo are trying to get a driver's license, but while in recent warnings, a bus drive cuts a cliff, and Goku and
Piccolo have no choice but to save there Into. They return home without drivers' licenses. Androids Saga Main Article: Androids Saga Ep# Original Plane Code Production 126 Android to appear Thursday 14 September, 2000 126 three years of training passed and the day trunks warn their Z-fighters are about to come. They all arrive on the island, except
Vegeta, where they meet Bulma's son, Baby Trunks. Yajirobe has also come to give Goku some Senzu Beans, but is then shot down by the two Android. Z-Battler searched the island city for them. Yamcha is the first to find them, but before it can warn the others, Android are short a hole right in his stomach. 127 A handy trick Friday 15 September 2000 127
Krillin Ras Yamcha back in Bulma to get him a Sensu Behan. The rest of Z-fighters were confronted by Androids 19 and 20, to explain that Dr. Gero had controlled Goku since he was a child, documenting his battle and making it impossible for him to undo his creation. Goku seems to be getting out of breath, which Tien thinks can't just come from stealing.
The Gero and Android didn't know everything about Goku while he was on behalf and his transformation into a Super Saiyan. The fight begins. 128 Double Trouble for Goku On Monday 18 September 2000 128 Super Saiyan Goku Battles 19 While Other Combatant Z-Combatants Watch. Goku seems to have the fight well under control but then Goku loses
his strength. Because of this, Goku now struggles battle 19. 129 Upgrade and Super Saiyan Tuesday 19 September 2000 129 Z-Combatants realized that the Trunks virus had warned them about infected Goku. 19 start drainage Super Saiyan Goku's strength away. Vegeta arrives on the battlefield and announces that he will finish the Android while being a
Super Saiyan. 130 Secret Dr Gero Wednesday 20 September 2000 2000 130 Yamcha Wrecked Goku for antidot in heart while Super Saiyan Vegeta takes about 19. Vegeta easily get the upper hand. After Vegeta ran 19 pieces with his big bang raid, 20 ran towards the mountains. While Vegeta and the rest Z-fight searched for him.. 20 will need more
energy to defeat Vegeta and he will fly Z fight to make it .131 More Androids?! Thursday September 21, 2000 131 20 Piccolo attacks and begins draining his energy. Gohan managed to save him. Piccolo says he's going to fight Android alone. Meanwhile, Trunks has returned from the future and finds his last visit somehow changed the course of events. He's
never seen 19 and 20 before. This is when Vegeta learns that Trunks' future is his son, a mistake made by Piccolo. 132 Follow Dr Gero Friday 22 September 22, 2000 132 20 shoot down the Bulma plane, but Trunks managed to save him with Trunks baby. Bulma then revealed that 20 is Dr. Gero himself. Trunks explains about the Android he fought in the
future. Gero knows where the lab is and is intent on waking other Android. 133 Nightmares come true Monday 25 September 25, 2000 133 Trunks trying to warn Vegeta that Android are more valiant than it realizes. Meanwhile, remaining Z fighter jets arrive in North City and decided to split up in their search. Krillin is attacked by Dr. Gero, but managed to
follow him to his lab and signal the others. While Z combatants try to break in, Gero activates Androids 17 and 18, who are not inclined to be under his control. 134 Assassination Assassination Tuesday 26 September 26, 2000 134 For the surprise of Z aircraft carrier Z, 17 killing Dr. Gero, and 18 prepared to activate another Android. Trunks turn Super
Saiyan and fire a powerful explosion that destroys the lab, but the Android are swimming with 18 releases Android 16. The 17 and 18 Learn Mission 16 is to destroy Goku. Vegeta hunters after the three Android. While others are tracking, Vegeta captured up with the Android and the fight challenges. 18 Accept challenge No. 135 Deadly Beauty Wednesday,
September 27, 2000 135 fight between Vegeta and 18 starts. Once the other Z fighters arrive, Vegeta refuses to accept their help. 17 agree that they do not interfere with Vegeta and fight the 18. Vegeta realizes 18% played with him and gets beaten up. Trunks then turn Super Saiyan and leap into battle to defend Vejeta. 136 Do not match for Android on
Thursday 28 September 28, 2000 136 18 take down Vejeta. Trunks step in to help. Tien and Piccolo try to join, but they are beaten by Android 17. 18 agitate the trunks and defeat the two Super Saiyans. Now android to set their sights on Goku's home. 137 Last Ditch Effort Friday, September 29, 2000 137 Krillin Cure Vejeta, Trunks, Tien, and Piccolo and
Senzu Pwa. Realizing they can't beat the Android alone, Piccolo's entertainment kami makes a proposition. 138 Closed on Monday 2 October 2000 138 Android to hit the road in pursuit of Goku but are delayed by a street gang. Z-fighters however, move Goku to Roshi's Master Island. Kami thinks about Piccolo's offer to join each other. 139 Unwelcome
discoveries Tuesday, October 3, 2000 139 Z-Combatants retreat to The Roshi Master House to plan their next movement. Bulma finds the parent in a second time capsule. Imperfect Cell Saga Primary Article: Imperfect Cell Saga Ep# Title Original Aircraft Production Code 140 Seized and Fear Wednesday 4 October, 2000 140 Trunks and Gohan Join
Bulma at the crash site of the mysterious weather capsule and find a crying bow, the sterois of a large, cricket-like creature! Whatever happened in the time capsule is not human, and it's about the shyness! Do our heroes solve this mystery and half approaching the Android at the same time? 141 On Thursday 5 October 2000 141 It's doomday in Gingertown,
a quiet city near the crash site of the time capsule. A Monster With a bug was tearing its powers and turning Gingertown into a sincere grave! In response to this new threat, Kami finally joining with Piccolo, and the new Super Namekian flies in Gingertown for an discovery of epic proportions! 142 Borrowing power Friday, October 6, 2000 142 The deserted
streets of Gingertown became a battle as power-up piccolo confronted this horror from the future. The monster's name is cell, and it finds the strength to source the life from his victims! But it's not just the secrets of the creature revealed. Somehow, he also knows Goku's special attack, The Kamehameha! 143 His name is Phone Monday 9 October 2000 143
A fleet of roll tanks in Ginger Town to destroy the new threat, but the quiet cell attempts the army with a quick course. Now it's up to Piccolo to stop the monster, and his chances look thin. As the liter names survive, cells take the opportunity to introduce itself! It's actually an Android, enfused with the cells of the greatest companies on Earth, the ultimate
success of Dr Gero! It also explains how samples were assembled, in use of an inconspiring robotic thief who followed Goku's lifelong dating back from Dragon Ball! Ever since the first Martial Arts Tournament, where Goku and Piccolo met for the first time, Gero has picked up specimens for his perfect creation! Cell is a living copy of The Battle Z attacks with
capabilities. How does Piccolo be hopeful of beating him? 144 Piccolo's Folly Tuesday 10 October 2000 144 Piccolo was seriously hurt from his battle with the android cell, but was very distracted Cell long enough to regenerate his arm. Now Piccolo is ready for another round, and Krillin and Trunks have arrived for backup! With chances to quickly attack him,
Phone makes a tactical decision to run away! 145 Laboratory Basement Wednesday, October 11, 2000 145 Escalated Heroes, The Cell Strives to Carry Out Its Terrible Plan. By absorbing Android 17 and 18, Cells can evolve into its perfect form, unstable shape! Having learned that a laval form of cells grows in keeping old Dr Gero's age to the present,
Trunks and Krillin races ruined it to save their future. Meanwhile, Tien and Piccolo searched for the elisive cell. How can they stop an Android who knows each of their movements? 146 Our Hero rose Thursday 12 October 2000 146 after learning that Phone had come from his own future, Trunks left to ponder the effects of his journey through time. In South
City, phones tinning in more civilians and accidentally running through Krillin! Goku finally gets back on his feet, but with cells and other android in full stride, can the Saiyan hero always make a difference? 147 Time Chamber Friday, October 13, 2000 147 After enduring the appalling effects of viral heart disease, Goku recovered, and has only one goal on his
mind, Super Saiyan. With Vegeta's idea set about reaching the same goal you lose inactive, Goku takes it, Trunks and Gohan in Kami's Lookout, to train the mysterious Hyperbolic Tumor Chamber, a room where a year in there, is the equivalent that of a day in the real world. Meanwhile, Android are facing an unexpected and unforeseen problem, not home
goku. With Android to now close in on Master Roshi's island, can anything stop the destructive threesome of despair? 148 The Monster is coming Monday 16 October 2000 148 Piccolo begins his epic battle against 17, and it seems to be on par with the mechanical monster, while Bulma time continues working on the remote that will shut down the Android.
Cells can feel Piccolo's energy, and know he must fight one of the Android, he charges towards them, in hopes that it will become complete. 149 It is here on Tuesday 17 October 2000 149 Piccolo and 17 continued the chaos, not known of them that the hungry cell is approaching fast. Piccolo is as strong as 17 but fatigue kicked in, while android's bad power
remains undined. Meanwhile Goku and Gohan's anticipation wait for Vegeta and Trunks to finish their Super Saiyan training in the Hyperbolic Weather Chamber. Cells reach the battlefield, ready to find its final perfect shape, it's all up to Piccolo now.150 Until Piccolo Wednesday, October 18, 2000 150 It all starts when 17 begins to fight cells. Piccolo and 17
join teams and he starts fighting together. Meanwhile Tien goes to see how strong Cell is Piccolo and to see those up against and Krillin meet up with Bulma so it will be easier and faster to shut down the Android. Gohan gets upset and wants to help Piccolo but Goku tells him to stay there and that they are not good like that. He also said they rushed up
Vegeta and Trunks. The episode ends when Chi-Chi Di rushed up Goku. 151 Silent Warrior Thursday 19 October, 2000 151 And Piccolo Defeat, 17 has no choice but to fight cells on its own or so it seems, which is until Android 16 launches a silent complaint by pummeling phones with a perk of fisticuffs. As the rage fights over, it's easily remarkable that 16
is just as strong as Cell. Knowing the fight is in a stalemate cell use a desperate attempt to absorb 16 of being read, but due to the way 16 built Phone is able to fill the Android demise. Android 16's procedure to get rid of phone shear, ensuring that the grey monster can never absorb anyone ever again, but Phone has Piccolo's retraining capabilities, and
intensively rules that he's spying. The giant can silence 16 undo Cells, and if not who can, maybe this fight will buy the Vegeta and Trunks the precious time they need to complete their training in the Hyperbolic Time chamber. 152 Says Goodbye, 17 Friday, October 20, 2000 152 16 beat Cells continuously by letting up for a second. But unconvinced of the
Demise Cell butchers his hand under his arms to remove them and expose his explosion exposure. As a finishing moves to destroy cells it unleashes a barrier of beam of cells. 16 encouraging 17 and 18 to escape while they still may be sansing Cell is still alive. But cock's attitude causes them to believe that the attack was more than powerful enough to kill
cells. Suddenly cells slowly rise from the hole behind him while the 17 argant laughs bad. The Android Inspector is now taken to combine the phone and was soon to be absorbed. Then 17 gets sucked into the cell's heart and is fiercely thrust into it and into his back. Just then in a light dimensional formidable dimension, Phone starts to transform into an ugly,
yet very powerful shape. Then he turned in towards 16 and 18 hungry for more. 16 grab 18 with seeds away in a drastic attempt to escape but the newly transformed telepots shouting in front of him. The 16's shock is paralyze and fright and on a short white cell dots her at the top and her many strengths break one whole side of her face to expose her vagina.
Android 16 steals a huge distance and lies motion on the ground, split circuits and all. Before Cell can absorb 18 however, Tien jumps into the fragile and explosive cell with his Tri-Beam. Perfect Cell Phone Saga Main article: Perfect Cell Phone Ep # Title Original Aircraft Code Production 153 Sacrifice Monday October 23, 2000 153 Tien Rapidly Fires His
Tri-Beam, which is able to keep cell down, allowing Android to escape to safety, but it soon begins to lose its energy. Eventually Tien fell, but before Cell can finish it, Goku arrives, via Instant Transmission, and Phone finally gets to meet the legendary Saiyan hero. Goku assembled Tien and Piccolo and used his Instant Transmission to return to the semi
sense where healed them with Senzu Bean. Quickly after, Vegeta and Trunks finally come out of the Room of Time, but will they be trained to be enough? 154 Saiyans Emerge Tuesday 24 October 2000 154 Goku asks Trunks about the training, but Vegeta doesn't want him to say anything about it. Vegeta then quit finding and destroying cells, while Trunks
close to this. Goku and Gohan then enter the Time Room to start their own training. 155 Super Vegeta Wednesday 25 October 25, 2000 155 Anxiously finds 18, the cellular heart cell is required to a chain of islands to stay, and each explosion brings it closer to hiding the android! But the way the phone title is Vegeta! He cool out the time Hyperbolic Tumor
Chamber and ready to test his new strength. Is Vegeta really stronger than a Super Saiyan? Only time will tell. 156 Bow in Prince On Thursday 26 October 26, 2000 156 It's shown and said for Vegeta as it demonstrates just how many differences a year of hard work can do! Watching from their side, Trunks recalled the intense time he spent training with his
father, and up in the Room Time, the pressure fell on Gohan as he to become a Super Saiyan under Goku training. That's no easy job, especially for a child! 157 When the Temptation Friday, October 27, 2000 157 Goku and Gohan continue to push themselves forward, but will they even be needed? In his powered state, Vegeta is quickly draining six-foot
phone into the ground! With his back against the wall, the ever-smart Android attack the weaker Vegeta, endless arrogance! Has Saiyan Prince's attempted challenge resisted? 158 Krillin's Decision Monday 30 October 2000 158 With 18 handsome of its sights, Krillin clutches the controller that will shut down the Android forever. But at this moment of
decision, Krillin is reluctant! Room phone just over top, hungry for perfection. Can Krillin find courage to do good, or will his emotions cloud his judgment? 159 The Last Defence Tuesday 31 October 2000 159 With the remote control and Vegeta giving the Cell go ahead, the set stage is to end the terrified Cell. Now it's up to Trunks and Krillin to save 18 out of
the power-hungry Cell clusters, but Vegeta won't let Trunks break his plans. Trunks however, surprise Vegeta by blasting his father away. Then blinds everyone using the Solar Tien Flare, and it succeeds in absorbing 18. 160 Cell is Fill Wednesday 1, 2000 160 Dr. Gero's was achieved, and Earth's greatest fears came about. Cell is complete! Can anyone
stop Android's nightmare in its final shape, perfect? As the hero nephew lines up, a glimmer of bright hope comes from above. Gohan is now a Super Saiyan! 161 Vejeta must pay Thursday 2, 2000 161 after allowing cells to reach his final form, Vegeta is ready for the challenge he promised. But as Phone becomes a brick wall in each igneous Saiyan Prince,
it is clear that Vegeta has more than it neglected for! 162 Trunks Ride Friday 3, 2000 162 Vegeta is clearly no match for Phone now he has walked up to his perfect form, and it seems Trunks has no choice but to reveal his hidden power ride, but as it appears that Vegeta lost his conscience power up for his final movement, The Final Flash. He threw it, and it
proved very effective, the cell right arm is completely destroyed. Vegeta starts to laugh but his celebration quickly cuts short when he learns that cells possess Piccolo's regeratific ability. Cells resume the fight and knock Vegeta down as Trunks start to power up. 163 Saving Disposal Monday 6 November 2000 163 Vegeta lies inconscious after an intense
battle with telephone, and Trunks releases his hidden power to save his father's life. With Goku and Gohan still training with other fighter jets clearly out-of-league, Trunks is the only person standing in the wrong android way. Just when can the power of the young Saiyan go? 164 Ghosts from Tomorrow Tuesday 7 November 2000 164 As the vision haunted
his mind, Trunks voters stopped his terrible future from repeating himself. But Cell remembered those dark days in a different light, and couldn't wait for history to follow his neck. It's all up for tougher as two warriors are prepared for battle. Only one future will survive. Who will it be? The 165 Phone Games Wednesday 8 November, 2000 165 Trunks finally
realized that its new Super Saiyan level, while extremely powerful, left it displeased at speed, that Goku, who realized the same power back into the Room of Time, also confirmed. Cellular however, reserves Trunks and announces a tournament, the phone games, which will start in 10 days. Phone Games Saga Main item: Phone Games Saga Ep# Original
Title Airplane Production Code 166 What is the Tournament? Thursday November 9, 2000 166 Goku and Gohan continued their training in the Room of Time, while Trunks tells everyone about the tournament that Phone announced. Krillin brings an Android 16 back to Bulma, who decides to fix it if it will help in the tournament. Meanwhile, Phone creates the
ring for the tournament.167 Doomsday's Broadcast Monday 13 November 2000 167 TV gets itself on TV and announces its tournament in the world. He explains that if no man can beat him, he will destroy the earth. 168 Meet me at Ring Tuesday 14 November 2000 168 All across the globe, the good citizens of Earth are in a panic while running the cities to
escape the phone room vengeance. But hope is not lost! High above in the Lookout, Goku and Gohan completed their training in the Time Chamber. After a quick tour of the competition's size, Goku feels so ready to take over phone! 169 No worries here Wednesday 15 November 2000 169 Goku takes a trip to see Korin to find out the pleasant cat's views on
how he will price shooting against his battle with cellular. Despite the fact that Goku is saying Phone is still a bit stronger, Goku doesn't seem to be at all bothered with claims that he discovered a secret while training in The Chamber Time. After returning home, Goku and Gohan start to relax, instead of preparing for the next tournament, Krillin joining the
Super Saiyan duo, with all three taking a look back at years ago. They all voted not to let anything change, while cell starts suffering the petrified people on Earth. 170 A girl named Lime on Thursday 16 November 2000 170 Piccolo begins herself training in the Room of Time. Meanwhile, Chi-Chi sent Goan to a nearby village to pick up some groceries; once
she met a girl named Lime whose parents were cell victims. Gohan promises his grandfather, that he will destroy cells. Thieves broke into the elderly man's shop demanding food for a nearby shelter, built to protect the city from cells. The old man confronted Boss Benningett, who called Mercenary Tao to help him out. Realize the old man can't win the fight,
Step Gohan and Tao (facing Gohan's father before) runs. Gohan is rewarded with his home and returned home to think about the more serious job ahead: Defeat Cell. 171 Memory of Gohan Monday 20 November 20, 2000 171 Piccolo from The Room of Weather with more strength than ever. Elsewhere, Goku and Gohan are in serious trouble when they
break loads of cups and plates, just by picking them, Chi-Chi sent Goku and Krillin out of the house, and eventually allowed Gohan to leave as well. While searching around, Chi-chi comes across a photo album, both she and Goku have flashbacks of when Gohan was a child, and later on, the gang celebrates Gohan's eleventh birthday, but the Phone Games
are approaching, and the last days peace won't last long. Goku still seems confident about the next fight, but then he has a good reason to be. 172 A News Goalkeeper Tuesday 21 November 2000 172 With the championship day nearby, Goku looks odd to relax, which is until someone decides it is time to take the taurus by their horns, rather than wait for
the beginning of the phone games, the military try one last effort to destroy, but unfortunately for a quick upper hand there are all missing in action. The loss is too much to bring for Goku, but bringing them back would require new dragon balls. 173 Dende Dragon on Wednesday, November 22, 2000 173 On New Namek, the elder suggests that Dende
becomes the Guardian of Earth. After returning to the view, Dende prepares to remodel the dragon balls, once the new set of magic spheres was done, Dende reveals that the dragon balls can now grant two wishes instead of one. Goku mounted the earth doom waiting, ready to pick up the dragon balls once again. 174 Puzzle General Tao Thursday,
November 23, 2000 174 Mercenary Tao hire by another crime boss collects all dragon balls. It challenges Goku to solve a puzzle before sunshine up to win all but one dragon ball, and if he loses, Tao and gangsters win the dragon balls. Fortunately, Goku solves it and uses the Instant Transmission to transport itself to where the villain escaped, collecting his
price and letting them get the last dragon ball. 175 Games start Monday 27 November 27, 2000 175 days in the Phone Games arriving! Goku, Gohan, Vegeta, Trunks, Krillin, Yamcha, Tien, and Piccolo showed up to fight, including fixing android 16 and also Hercule, the world art champion art. 176 Defeated Battle First Tuesday 28, 2000 176 Before Goku
can fight cells, Hercule's student Caroni and Piroshike take on themselves the job of defeat Cell, Both are beaten with incredible ease, but Hercule puts the blam of defeat on the difficulty, Hercule is next to join the fragile, but he too sets aside as if it were nothing , now Goku and Phone can start fighting their climate to determine the jump in 177 Goku vs
Phone Wednesday 29 November 29, 2000 177 Goku with phone square off in the ring. Hercule's surprise, they're seemingly equal fighter jets and it is more unusual when he notices that other Z-fighters are following along even if he can't. Then Goku and Phone announce warm-up they are on and Goku powers up. Sack 178 Cell of Tricks Thursday 30
November, 2000 178 Goku with Phone continuing battle, with Cells showing in many of his unique techniques such as the Multi Tien Form, Special Beam Beam Cannon, and even Goku's Kamehameha. But when cells use heat-seeking disk energy, King Kai becomes increasingly worried that if the cell cannot beat Goku, it would do the same as Frieza and
try to destroy the planet. 179 No more RegLeman Monday 4 December 2000 179 In an effort to eliminate the possibility of combating the finished battle in a ring-out, Cellular destroys the ring and discusses the rules. 180 The Battle is more than Tuesday 5 December 2000 180 Goku cell tricks with an Instant Kamehaha (combination of Transmission of Instant
and Kamehaha) which left him with only his legs intact. However, thanks to Piccolo's cell, his half regenerate cell and the fight will continue. Knowing that he won't be able to undo Cell, Goku rendered himself and announced that he would like Gohan to be the next fighter jet. Although Z-fighters argued, Gohan accepted his 181 Faith challenge to a boy
Wednesday 6 December 2000 181 Gohan and Phone to begin their battle, with cells at an obvious advantage. However, Goku remains confident in Gohan's ability and reminds Z-fights to hide Gohan's power since the fight with Raditz. 182 Desperate Gohan in Plea Thursday 7 December 2000 182 Gohan and Phone continued their battles, and Gohan
realized why his father put him out. He wants him to get angry, so that his power will explode. Gohan then warns cells and tells him about the times may hide him popping up; Gohan alone, still 5 and a half years old, has weakened Raditz terriblely. Only a year and a bit later, he was locked in to kill Frieza in his 2nd steps. But cells don't worry. He now has a
new goal. He made fights and fought and fought. It starts beating Gohan even worse, but Gohan is afraid to destroy Cells, and his real power won't show himself .183 Android Blast Monday 11 December 2000 183 Android 16 watch as Gohan is slowly being beaten. Cells suddenly have long tougher on Gohan and Gohan liters but can't get out. Then lets go
to Gohan and at the moment, Android 16 comes behind Cells and gives him a taste of his own medicine. Android 16 says it will activate the explosive inside it. It is strong enough to destroy cells, and everything around him. However, nothing happens. Krillin then revealed that Bulma and Dr Brief took it out. Then blast 16 into pieces, and itself is the only thing
left. Left-handed angry, but his power still doesn't show himself. Then the cell counts Z-battles and makes that many mini duplicates in itself, which is just as false .184 Children in Cell Attack Tuesday 12 December 2000 184 The phone Jrs. Krillin, Yamcha, Tien and Piccolo are not the match for the Phone Jrs., Goku weakens thanks to his fight with phones,
and not even Vegeta and Trunks can keep up with them. Meanwhile, Android 16's disassembarked Harden Gohan let go of his power, before Cellular destroyed it. Enraged, Gohan allowed his fury to explode and transform into a Super Saiyan 2. 185 Wednesday, December 13, 2000 185 SS2 Gohan Is Easy to Defeat Junior Cellular. and having the Trunks
heal the others with Beans Sanssu. Gohan then diverse carefully turned to Cell himself. 186 Gohan on Thursday December 14, 2000 186 Gohan attack cell. Despite being in control of the previous fight, the cellular struggles to keep up with Gohan after being lifted into power. It soon becomes evident in the Z-fighters that Gohan is in a league of his own, and
that cells that will lose. The perfect phone won't accept that Gohan is stronger, but all his attacks have no effect on Gohan. Gohan punches phone twice, significantly damaging him. 187 Mighty Cell Breakdown Monday 18 December 2000 187 Cells continues his desperate attacks, and fires a massive Kamehaha in Gohan. Gohan is able to counter him with
his own Kamehaha, he learned the technique of his father and left Cells in a vulnerable position, but he neglected to kill him and keep playing with him. Unable to beat Gohan in his present state, Bulks up his muscles, increased his strength, but he forgot that this is the same mistake Trunks made, and although he is stronger, he is also slower. Gohan sets
cells, and is really sick, causing it to cock the source of his power, Android 18 and turn back to Semi-perfect Cell. 188 A Hero at Farewell Tuesday 19 December 2000 188 When he realized Gohan is too strong, phone decided to explode, destroying the ground. To prevent this, Goku makes the ultimate sacrifice using his Instant Transmission of Cell Dege of
the planet King Kai, killing himself and King Kai. Gohan and Z-Battle are sad about the loss of Goku, but they soon cut by reaching none other than Cell! He survived and quickly showed off his new power by bringing Frieza's death animal to Trunks, killing him. 189 Return Cells! On Wednesday, December 20, 2000 189 Due to the Saiyan Blood cell, its power
has increased even further before. Vegeta has had enough, he can let Phone get away with everything so far, but taking the life of his son is just too much for the Saiyan Prince to handle and he goes Super Saiyan and attacks Cells with everything he has, but Cellular proves it is too powerful to be stopped now. As Phone Is About To Finish Vegeta Cutting,
launch himself before the attack, saving Vegeta, but rendering his left arm useless. The 190 Horror won't end Thursday 21 December 2000 190 An injured Gohan gives hope until Goku begins to promote him from other worlds. After surprisingly the Phone, again shocking return, he starts the fight with Gohan again. It's stronger now, because of the ability of
the Saiyan to gain power when recovered from a serious attack, and beat up Gohan. Goku telepathically spoke to Gohan, and talked him in using a Kamehaha with only his right arm. Gohan agrees, then starts focusing his energy in a big attack. 191 Savior World Cup Tuesday 26 December 2000 191 Gohan began to use his huge attack against Phone along
with the help of Krillin, Yamcha, Tien, and Piccolo. Yet that's still too strong and keeps the explosions away. Before cells can end Gohan however, Vegeta launches his big bang attack, distracting cells. With that, Gohan finally destroyed his father's signature technique, saving the world. 192 Goku's Noble Decision Wednesday, December 27, 2000 1920
Gohan, Krillin, Yamcha, Tien and Piccolo returned to the Lookout Kame. Dende is there with all the Dragon Balls, and the band is ready to make their wishes. They first wish for all Phone victims to be reviewed, including Trunks. But Goku isn't back. They then realized that they can use a wish from the Namekian Dragon Ball to review him, but to hear Goku
from the other world, and he says doesn't want him back. He tells them that every time they fought someone, such as Frieza and Phone, they were still after Goku. He thinks the earth is safer a lot without him there, and that they can handle anything because of Gohan's new strength. With that Goku bird falls to his son and friend, and remember the most
loved ones about him.193 One more wish Thursday 28 December 28, 2000 193 Krillin used last willingness to take the bomb from Android 18, purely because he fell in love with him. Gohan and the others descended from Kami's lookout, where they were preparing to celebrate the newly restored peace, while Chi-Chi-is trying to deal with the loss of her
husband, Goku. Trunks says one last of his beautiful parents and upside down the mysterious river at times. Then he begins to concentrate on the serious tasks that wait him on the arrival of the dreaded future that was almost known. Meanwhile, Hercule begins to take all the desert glory to defeat the phone, and it appears that only Gohan's family and
friends know the current truth, but Gohan doesn't seem to all bother, he and the Ox-King are too busy sneaking away on Chi-. Along Snakes Road, Goku and King Kai decide it's time to settle down and find a suitable place to live, so King Kai begins to construct their new home. 194 Free Future Friday, December 29, 2000 194 Trunks return to its own
destroyed self (Note: The future where Trunks returns to is his own separate future, not the future with Babidi and Majin Buu) to confront the two android threatens. Once there it learns they still destroy the unprotected cities and villages. When he knew he can undo the threadless pair after traveling through time and increasing his power level significantly,
Trunks sets off and reaches without a moment to spare. He was quickly distracted Android 17, disabling him from destroying a former man with son who was another victim of the merciful vehicles. Android are appearing confident, but Trunks quickly put them in their place, and takes vengeance for his owner Gohan by giving Android 18 a taste of his own
medicine. Android 17 starts achieving his jump will soon occur in the same result, and it also is destroyed. Trunks know that despite the Android deaths, the threat is not over, there is another, cell. Sure enough, Phone reveals itself and plans to take control of Trunks' time machine, but trunks's young Super Saiyan is not about to stand by and let it happen.
Trunks promises he won't let Goku goku down, and true in his word he annihilates every last cell of Cell. Meanwhile, up to the other world, Goku accidentally destroyed his new home and with King Kai preparing to take a trip to grand Kai's planet. Other World Saga Primary articles: Other World Saga Ep# Original Title Code Production Aircraft 195 Outgoing
Courageous To Die Monday September 10, 2001 195 Goku and King Kai fly to the Grand Kai Palace. Goku impressed and can't wait to meet him, but King Kai says he is an absurd leader. Later, problems brews in H.I.I.L. as Frieza, King Cold, Phone, and the Ginyu force are causing problems. The Grand Kai appoints Pikon to go and call out the rebellion,
but Goku, knows what all of them are capable, tags together. Goku dispatchet the Ginyu force easily enough. Cells go to attack Goku, but Pikkon rushed in and delivered breaking his neck with the remaining rebels. 196 Tournament starting Tuesday 11 September 2001 196 Grand Kai has all the strength of a major tournament to celebrate North Kai's (King
Kai) death. Goku Race East's Kai earns a spot in the tournament. The first round of the tournament is Goku vs Caterpy. Caterpy has the match won (not tickling Goku), but then starts his 1200-long metamorphosis metamorphosis! Grand Kai did not want to wait for him to disqualify Caterpy. 197 Water Fight Wednesday 12 September 2001 197 the next round
of the tournament is Goku vs Aqua. Aqua transformed the ring into a pool of retirement water. Arqua again has Goku beaten in the setting below, but Goku uses his Solar Flare to blind Aqua, and then blast him out of the ring with Kamehameha and him to win the match. 198 Final Round Thursday 13 September 2001 198 Goku beat Myrioko in Semi's sales
before starting Pikkon. Both fighting incredibly battles, destroying several moons and damaging each other in this making believe the environment.Finally Goku declares that the warm-up is on. Pikon answered by taking his plumb coat. Goku then says he has a trick up his sleeve too and transformed into his Super Saiyan form .199 Goku vs. Pikkon Friday 14
September 2001 2001 199 Saiyan Goku gets things started with him Kamehameha that Pikkon dodges and starts a display of his speed. Then Pikon traps Goku in the Hyper Tornado raid that takes Goku a little time to counter but ends up escaping with a power display of energy. Then Goku reviewed an old technique using Kaio-Ken and land a powerful
stroke on Pikon that sent him flying to a moon. Pikon then fires Thunder flash technique 3 times and by third time Goku figures out the weakness of his assault. Goku then moved him with the Instant Kamehaha, who hit Pkkon out of the ring. Goku then won the Lotworld Tournament. But the Grand Kai then tells Goku and Pikon that they were both disqualified
for handling the ceiling which meant they were both out of the ring. The Grand Kai then says it will give both fight lessons to about... 200 years! Meanwhile, 7 years spent on Earth and Gohan will be high school. Great Saiyaman Saga Main Article: Great Saiyaman Saga Ep# Title Original Plane Production Code 200 Gohan Go high school Monday 17
September, 2001 2001 Before Gohan gets into Gohan school to stop some local stuff so turn into a Super Saiyan thinking nobody will recognize it. When walking away after beating the thugs he ran to Videl, Hercule's daughter. He manages to get away while an old person tells Videl what happened. When finally getting her school to find out how fast things
can go to the city so everyone at school is making a legend to him and calling him gold fighter jets. Gohan has a hard time keeping his identity secret to Videl thinking that the golden scramble is her. Then comes baseball and he accidentally shows a little of his power. Then it finally gets even though the day. Somehow.... 201 M is Saiyaman Tuesday 18
September 2001 2001 Gohan is seeking Bulma's help so that he can keep his identity a secret and create a suit for him and Gohan decided to call himself Great Saimanya. Later on, a bus was pained by a group of thugs, and when it drove a cliff, it seems not even Videl can save the hostages, but Saiyaman swings them to safety and then flies off. Now Videl
is determined to find out the identity of Saiyaman. Goten also introduced for the first time as Goku and Chi-Chi's second son and Gohan's younger brother.202 First Date Gohan on Tuesday 27 November 2001 2002 A girl sees Gohan transformed (or so he thought) back from the saiyaman form, so he goes out on a date with him, so he won't tell anyone.
While on the date though, she finished saved Videl from a burning building and the girl broke up with her. Left-handed ends up being teddy bear panties. Saiyainman safe! 203 Relief Videl September 19, 2001 2003 Videl chose a battle with the callous Shark Gang to save the city's mayor, and Great Saiyaman (Gohan) go to rescue him. Turns out, though,
that she really didn't need help at all! 204 Blackmail Thursday 20 September 2001 2001 The Great Saiyaman saved a baby from a sugar, but Videl thinks it's stealing it, and confronting him! Gohan wants to avoid his fight, and then the dino's parents come! And Saiyaman came off, before beating the father dino, then sent home the pair with the mother. Videl
sees that Gohan has a cut in the same spot, he puts 2 and 2 together to assess that Gohan is Saiyaman. He says he won't say if Gohan compete at the 25th World Arts Tournament at the World Cup. His other condition was that he taught him to fly. 205 I will fight too! Friday 21 September 2001 2001 Goku communicates with Gohan On Earth. He says he
took one day off the earth for his heroic efforts against cells, so he will use it to participate in the World Martial Arts Tournament. Vegeta, Krillin, Android 18, Piccolo, Goten, and Trunks also choose to contend. Gohan excited, but he had doubted his mother will allow her entry. When they return home, Gohan thinks it will help save a young woman from being
robbed, not realising it's an authoritarian movie about her alternative, The Great Saiyaman. 206 The Destroyer Super Saiyan Monday 24 September 2001 2006 Gohan is coaching for the upcoming tournament with his brother goten. When it gets a shock. Goten can turn into a Super Saiyan at 7 years old! However it cannot fly and needs to be taught too! 207
Take Flight Videl Tuesday 25 September 2001 2001 With the Tournament Fast Approach, Videl and Goten must learn to fly, and fast! Gohan reveals the secret to Rob, and the coaching secrets of his two students in the air! Miles away, Vegeta holds a training session of his own, and it gets a huge surprise from his young son Trunks, when he transformed
into a Super Saiyan! 208 Gather for the Tournament Wednesday 26 September 2001 2001 208 Z-Fighting Rally at the 25th World Arts Tournament, and wait for Goku to arrive. As they are discussing the tournament, the hero, who has missed for 7 years, arrives and gets to meet his second son for the first time. 209 Camera Shy Thursday 27 September
2001 2009 Sharpner, a Vdel and Gohan comrade, tries to find a picture of Saiyaman unmasked so Videl will go out with him. But every time he tries, something goes wrong. Tournament World Saga Main Article: Tournament World Saga Ep# Original Title Airplane Production Code 210 World Tournament Friday 28 September 28, 2001 210 The World Cup
tournament finally begins. Gone and the Trunks are busy preparing in the exercise room where all junior competitors are. Then Hercule presents and everyone starts hitting, then tell everyone that they did a re-enactment about the battle with cells but... With Hercule as the hero who beats him. Finally, Trunks faces his first competitors, a blonde bully hair, to
start the beat and Trunks beat his opponent as if he had nothing. 211 Trunks vs. Goten Tuesday 2, 2001 2001 211 Goten faces his first opponent, like Trunks, he quickly hit 14 year old kids out cold. Trunks and Goten easily battle their way into their finale. As the championship begins between Goten and trunks it announces that the winner will face Hercule
in an exhibition match. Trunks and Goten ship and the fight begins. Hercule acknowledges the similarities between Goten and Goku. The crowd are sermons as the two finalists seem stronger then most people in the old division. Trunks quickly show there are upper hands, but Goten won't drop up. 212 Best of the Boys Wednesday 3 October 2001 2001 after
a very matched trunks winning the battle to win the fight between him and Goten. Although, Goten is upset because Trunks only won because he decided to break Z-Fighting regulations set up for the tournament, including turning into a Super Saiyan. 213 Big Problems, Little Trunks Thursday 4 October 2001 213 Hercule has exhibitions match with Trunks,
and Trunks beat him in a pudgy one. Hercule makes another lie, saying it goes easy to get him to win. 214 Who shall fight? Friday, October 5, 2001 214 the adult tournament brackets are decided. The first round matches are: (1) Krillin vs. (2) Pintar, (3) Shin vs. (4) Piccolo, (5) Videl vs. (6) Spovitch, (7) Gohan vs (8) Kibito, (9) Hercule vs. (10) Android 18, (11)
Goku vs. (12) Vejeta, (13) Mighty Mask vs. (14) Killa and finally (15) Jelwe vs. (16) Yamuam. 215 Fofe in Piccolo! Monday 8 October 2001 215 The Championship begins. Krillin is first lifted and quickly beat Pintar, then Piccolo and Shin take the step. Before even a short fist is thrown, Piccolo gives up and everyone is suspicious. Videl and Spovitch enter the
ring. Matches now resemble: (1) Krillin, (3) Shin, (5) Videl vs. (6) Spovitch, (7) Gohan vs (8) Kibito, (9) Hercule vs. (10) Android 18, (11) Goku vs. (12) Vejeta, (13) Big Masks vs ( 14) Killa and (15) Jewel vs (16) Yamu. 216 An aircraft of black and secret Power Tuesday 9 October 2001 2001 216 Videl is a very good fighter plane, but Spovovich has an enormal
amount of vitality. Videl is still knocking and crashes Spovovich to the ground but keeps getting lifted. Eventually Videl becomes so scarf that Spovovich manages to hit him even though he is faster than him. Videl now realizes that Spovovich is stronger than it appears. 217 Videl is crushed Wednesday 10 October 2001 217 Videl, being scaffolded over the
ring, trying to regain its energy. Spovovitch beat Videl and win the match. Gohan then took Videl to the hospital and Goku went to Korin's tower to get some weight sense for her. Matches now viewing (1) Krillin, (3) Shin, (6) Spovovitch, (7) Gohan vs (8) Kibito, (9) Hercule vs. (10) Android 18, (11) Goku vs. (12) Vejeta, (13) Big Masks vs ( 14) Killa and (15)
Jewel vs (16) Yamu. Identity revealed Thursday 11 October 2001 218 Ras Gohan Videl in the hospital while Goku gets their weight sanzu. When he came back, he gave one of Videl's. Finally, Gohan and Kibito go into the ring. Then surprisingly, Kibito says Gohan is transformed into a Super Saiyan. 219 Energy Drainage Friday, October 12, 2001 2001 219
Gohan powers up to its full strength, and prepares to fight the mysterious fatality. But before Gohan can move, Yamu and Spovitch drainage Gohan into his power with Shin revealed to be the Supreme Kai. The two energy thieves take over, and are well followed by The Supreme's Kai and Z-Battleground. Kai's supreme then told them in a witch called Bibidi
who created a monster named Majin Buu. Magic Bu put on the complete destruction of the universe and Buu was then imprisoned in a powerful ball of energy. Before Bibidi could release Buu, he was killed by the Supreme Kai, but he has a son named Babidi intended to resurrect Majin Buu, and continue his father's dream of ultimate destruction. Babidi Saga
main article: Babidi Saga Ep# Original title production code Airline 220 Wizard on Monday 15 October, 2001 220 Z combatants race to the Babidi cronies from delivering the best energy that will be used to rise the daunting Majin Buu. 221 Kings demonstration Tuesday, October 16, 2001 at a moment in the horror of Piccolo and Krillin turned stone by Dabura.
Determined to save the lives of their friends' Goku, Gohan and Vegeta entered Babidi's boat alongside Supreme Kai. Then they have to fight Babidi top the further progress. 222 Vegeta raid Wednesday 17 October 2001 222 Vegeta fight against Babidi's henchmen, Puipui and easily his best. Babidi then uses his magic to transform the terrain of Puipui's
house, doing heavier in gravity, but Vegeta has already been trained under such gravity and soon after Pupupui's explosion of smitherines. 223 Then Goku Thursday, October 18, 2001 223 Goku fought babidi's monster pets, Yakon. Babidi once again uses his magic and turns the darkness into complete darkness, but Goku activates his Super Saiyan form to
use the glitter of his aura as a flash light. Yakon then tries to absorb Goku's light energy, but Goku powers up to Super Saiyan 2, gives Yakon too much energy, and causes it to explode. 224 Supreme Battle Monday 22 October 2001 224 Return to the Tournament of World Martial Arts, Hercule, Android 18, Mighty Masks, and the two remaining competitions
fight in a Royal Battle to determine the winner. Masks with 18 take two remaining competitions and fight each other in a corridor battle, which Hercule can only look at terror. 225 Eighteen Unmasksks Tuesday, October 23, 2001 225 Masks and 18 their struggle with 18 win. Eventually, 18 is able to deduce that Mighty Mask is Goten and Trunks in disguise
after the boys turn Super Saiyan and it unmask them. The boys then disqualified and jumped away, leaving Hercule terrified as the final 18 opponents. Back in Babidi's boat, Dabura comes out of his meditation room and prepares to fight leftless. 226 Pay for Win Wednesday 24 October 2001 2001 of the tournament, 18 allows Hercule to knock him out of the
ring, allowing him to win, even if he promises to pay double the money later. Returning to Babidi's ship, Gochan and Dabura start their battle. At first Dabura seems to have the upper hand, until Gohan powers up to Super Saiyan. 227 Hearts of Villain on Thursday, October 25, 2001 227 Super Saiyan Gohan and Dabura continue their battles, with neither
able to win. After hearing The Boastful Vegeta, Dabura finished the fight and informed Babidi to use Vegeta's evil heart for their own reasons. 228 The Black Prince Returns Monday 29 October 29, 2001 228 Babidi uses his magical slave Vegeta, turning Prince of Saiyan back to once evil himself. After the babidi rotation of martial arts tournament, Vegeta
begins to kill the tempted Goku fight himself. 229 Vegeta Pride on Tuesday 30 October 2001 229 may allow Vegeta to kill again innocent scholars, And Goku reluctantly accepted Vegeta's challenge. At the request of Goku, the Babidi airport outside his boat and Goku sent Goku and Supreme Kayi to go destroy Buu before he releases him as he fights
Vegeta. Goku then powers up to Super Saiyan 2 and prepares for his vegetation battle with Vegeta. The 230 Long Awaited Fightings Wednesday, October 31, 2001 230 SS2 Goku and Majin Vegeta begin their fierce battles, proving that both had trained hard during the seven years of peace. Meanwhile, Videl informed Goten and the Trunks of Majin Buu and
the two Saiyans flying away from their ancestors and friends. 231 Magic Ball of Buu Thursday, November 1, 2001 231 Goku and Vegeta continue their battles, while Gohan and Supreme Kai arrive in the chamber with The Imprisonment Ball of Majin Buu, where Babidi and Daubra are waiting. Power Gohan up to Super Saiyan and prepare to attack, but Bu
Ball's ball is filled with enough kale energy. Magic Bu Saga Primary Article: Magnic Bu Faples Ep# Original Title Airde Production Code 232 Bu is Hatched! Monday November 5, 2001 232 The Goku Energy lost in the battle and Vegeta is enough to bring Majin Buu back to life. Babidi transported the egg, itself, Dabura, Supreme Kai, and Gohan to the outside.
Gohan attempted to stop the egg from matching the LossEss 233 Starting Tuesday 6 November 2001 233 Babidi threatening to shut Bud if he does not obey it, so Buuin joining Babidi. Babidi orders Gohan and Supreme Kai to kill. Gohan is trying to escape, but in conceit. Buy Hits Dabura, then gives chase. It hit Gohan to the ground, leaving Supreme Court
Kai vulnerable to the Bouu attack. Buu's sensation, Goku is trying to convince Vegeta to end their fight. Vegeta eventually relaunched, but then hits out Goku, wants to face Buu alone, and eat the last Senzu Bean, healing himself.The 234 Horror of Mr. Bu Wednesday, November 7, 2001 234 The Supreme Kai takes on Bu, but his mental technique seems to
have little to no effect on the pink Demon. Lowe plays himself enjoying himself by beating the target from the Supreme Court Kai. 235 Meal Time Thursday, November 8, 2001 235 Buu continues to boast Dabura, and all attacks Dabura uses is useless against him. Lowe finished playing around, and satisfying his hunger and turning the king into demons,
Dabura, into a cookie and devouring him. Because of Dabura's death Krillin and Piccolo are back from stone back to normal. Quickly afterwards Majin Vegeta arrives and destroys Babidi's vessel Mr. Frustrated, Babidi orders Majin Buu to kill Vegeta, but Vegeta will not go down without a fight. Warrior's decision Monday 12 November 2001 236 Vegeta begins
to beat the life out of Bouti. Things are looking good, until build up uses its own body to travel to Vejeta. Trunks races to rescue his father. 237 Final Atonement Tuesday, November 13, 2001 237 Trunks can knock Zen away from his father and Piccolo attack Babidi. Vegeta then hits the underconscious boys, and has Krillin and Piccolo taking off with them.
The Saiyan prince then unleashes his Final Blast, kills himself, and takes Buu with him. 238 Evil lives on Monday 16 September 2002 238 after Vegeta blows himself up with Bu, Piccolo checks out the fight while Krillin Flies off with Goten and Trunks. Piccolo returns only to find a big both with Babidi alive, or at least what has left him. Piccolo is just about
finishing what he started when he notices some pink globe moving in with each other and it is shocked to find out to join one, grateful Buu again! It seems Vegeta killed himself in vanity. 239 Find Dragon Ball 17 September 2002 239 Bulma, Yamcha, Master Roshi, Chi-Chi, Android 18, and Videl try to get the last dragonball, but a dinosaur eats it. Yamcha
threw the water in the water with his Spirit Ball. Thanks to the quick thoughts of Roshi to finally get the Dragon Ball. Meanwhile, Goku finally woke up, and he uses his Instant Transmission to telepote in Dende's lookout, where Krillin and Piccolo are and become healed by Dende. 240 Revival Wednesday 18 September 2002 240 Goku explains the art of the
merger. They decided to teach it to Goten and Trunks. Bulma calls out Shenron, and wishes for all those killed by Vegeta to be reviewed. 241 Global Announcement Thursday 19 September 2002 241 Kibito, which was reviewed by Dragon Found Supreme Kai and Gohan. Goku delivers the news to the Vegeta and Gohan's death in Babidi gives a warning
that if the three people who attack him (Goten, Trunks, and Piccolo) and Bu don't show up in five days, they will destroy the Earth. Then Buu turned a whole city of candy as proof into their power. 242 Learn Fuse Monday 23 September 2002 242 World Arts Tournament Properties, Marvin goes to Babidi with the name of the people, but Babidi kills him. Piccolo



wants to give himself in, but Goku convinces him not to. 243 Z the sword Tuesday 24 September 2002 243 Babidi still looking for Piccolo, Goten, and Trunks. While in other worlds, Gohan is training with Kai's Supreme And Kibito. It does something not even The Supreme Kai could do with pulling the legendary Z sword from the place of its break on Kai's
Supreme planet. 244 Race Capsule Corpsle Wednesday, September 25, 2002 244 Goku starts teaching Goten and Trunks fusion, but as Babidi and Bu are on ringing West Alabama, with the radar dragons, Goku goes to distract them while Trunks go to get the radar to .245 Super Saiyan 3?! Thursday 26 September 2002 245 Goku tries to buy West City
more time by giving Babidi and Majin Buu a demonstration of the power of a Super Saiyan. Then she showed her Super Saiyan shape and then turned it up to Super Saiyan 2. Back in the view, everyone thinks Goku is crazy if he thinks there are levels of past Super Saiyan 2. As expected Goku limits are beyond and proved to be wrong. It transformed into a
Super Saiyan 3. Babidi and Bouu are shocking. Goku then demonstrated his newly awakened power by attacking Bouu. 246 The Mutiny Buu on Monday 30 September 2002 246 Battle between SS3 Goku and Buu Rage on. Trunks become the shit, and then run back to the view. Goku senses Trunks' departure and power down to stop the fight. Therefore, he
tells Buu he has a way too much power to be controlled by a yard like Babidi. Buu is once again ordered around by Babidi, but this time he's got enough, he takes Goku's advice and kills Babidi. Now that he is out of the way, will Buu continue down the destructive path Babidi set for him? The 247 Dance Merger Tuesday 1st October 2002 247 Goku, which
used up all but 30 minutes of time was it by fighting Bu as a Super Saiyan 3, came back to look at teaching Goten and Dance trunks of fusion. Although it seems funny the results are an unimaginable progress in power. Goku's 248 time is Raised Wednesday, October 2, 2002 248 Build a House from whom he changed to play. Goku goes Super Saiyan 3
one last time to show Goten and the Trunks that they also can reach this stage. However, he uses up his last minutes and is forced to leave. Goku then bids fare with his friends and family for a second time and returns to the Other World with Baba. 249 Return to Other World Thursday 3 October 2002 249 Piccolo picked up where Goku left off and continues
to teach Goten and Trunks Goku returns to the other world, where he learns from King Yemma that Gohan is still alive. Then telepote to Kai's Supreme planet where Gohan is still training with Z the sword. Meanwhile, Buu uses his power to heal a blind boy. 250 From the broken sword Monday 7 October 2002 250 Z breaks are swords, but never fear, Old Kai
is here! Old Kai squadrons from the broken sword, and try to carry out The Power Initiative Gohan.251 Gotenks is Born Tuesday 8 October 2002 2502 Goten and Trunks finally fuse, but something goes wrong! The newly formed merger is fat! It didn't work. They try it again, but it is too skin! Then finally, they try again, and it works! The super fight introduces
itself as Gotenks. Piccolo wants to wait another thirty minutes to not use, so they can fuse as Super Saiyans. But Gotenks is confident that he can beat Bud. He's trying, but is beaten seriously by Buu. 252 Conversely Friendship Wednesday, October 9, 2002 252 Buu threatening to kill Hercule, but to make him his servants. Old Kai finished the first step in
bringing out Gohan power. 253 I killed No more Thursday 10 October 2002 253 Butcher a painful cure that he found and become his new friend. Lowe proclaimed that he won't kill ever again after he found out in Hercule that killing is wrong. But then two gunshots come and shoot the sniper. Buyer gets really mad. Merging Saga Main Article: Fusion Saga
Ep# Title Original Plane Production Code 254 The trunk of men Monday October 14, 2002 254 When Mr. Satan inspired Majin Buu to give up his evil way, it seems the professional has really saved the world! But when a woman disrupted suddenly blew Bu's good attitude, the pink horror goes on another ramp! 255 Bud against Buu Tuesday 15 October 2002
255 The Battle of the Bus begins as Magic Buu must fight his evil counterpart!! The good buu soon gets a taste of his own medicine when he's coming back to chocolate! But when evil Boubble him up, a terrible transformation takes place! Who is this radical, new Magic Buu? 256 Vid Planet Wednesday 16 October 2002 256 When the new and improved
Majin Buu make a surprise visit to the Look of Gotenks Challenge, every second gets a test of survival! And where are Trunks and Jump during the written mess...? Sounds asleep, of course! 257 Liter Time Thursday 17 October 2002 257 Before it can unlock its wrath over the rest of the Z-fighters, Majin Buu is coaxed into the hyperbolic weather room by
Piccolo. Inside, the Trunks and Goten are trained with diligence, but will they have enough perfect new time movements before Majin Buu arrives? 258 Super Move to Gotenks Monday 21 October 2002 258 Long stay between Magic Bouu and Gotenks begins! But when the Gotenks' battle technique comes short, it's forced to improve -- causing some of the
creziest attack moves ever! Trapped in Forever Tuesday 22 October 2002 259 Fight Between Gotenks and Majin Bu Roared On Inside the Hyperbolic Tumor Chamber. On the outside, family and friends wait anxiety for gotenks and Piccolo repaired. Can they successfully defeat Majin Buu and make it out alive? 260 Frenzy Food Wednesday, October 23,
2002 2002 260 Powered by its insaccutable hunger, Majin Bu escaped the time of hyperbolic chamber time, leaving Piccolo and Gonks trapped inside. Krillin and the rest of the gang are forced to fight the monster on their own. Can Majin Buu finally have his way and make a meal out of the good guys? 261 Gotenks is Awesome Thursday 24 October 2002
261 Super Saiyan 3 Gotenks continues to battle it with Majin Buu, and the lookout holds in the cross! As Gotenks turns the power, so does Majin Buu — and by the time it's over, one of them will be in ways on himself! 262 Unlucky Break Monday 28 October 2002 262 Gohan continues his training on the world of Kais. Meanwhile, Gotenks somewhat takes the
upper hand in the fight with Majin Buu before his technique starts to fall apart. Is Gohan ready to stage time in and end the fight? 263 A Whole New Gohan Tuesday 29 October 2002 263 When the Gotenks' merger comes together, it seems to finally come for Goten and Trunks. But as things seem to the worst, Gohan bowed to the scene with his newly lifted
power! In recent times, the tables are turning on Majin Buu! 264 Search for Survivors Wednesday, October 30, 2002 264 After being completely dominated on the battlefield, Majin Buu blows itself up in a desperate attempt to destroy Gohan in the blast! But is this just a prayer? Gohan seems to think so! Can Magic Bu do plotting an ambuscal or simply trying
to buy a while? 265 Majin Bu Transformed Monday, November 4, 2002 265 Majin Bu reappere, ready to fight. But rather than continuing his fight against Gohan, Buu steps a clever disappointment at absorbing Gotenks and Piccolo. With Piccolo's wisdom and power Super Saiyan Gotenks now a part of being him, Bu transformed once again – this time into a
Super Buu! How will Gohan fare against this new incarnation of what's wrong? 266 Old Kai Gun Tuesday 5 November 2002 2002 266 With the absorption of piccolo and gotenks, Majin Buu's powers have increased exponentially! Armed with fresh ideas of himself and new tricks up his sleeve, Majin Buu saved a road of global destruction. Now that Gohan is
alone and weakened, is there anyone else in the universe who can step in to help? 267 Ready Fuse? Wednesday 6 November 2002 267 Goku is looking needlessly at other worlds as Majin Buu sets his sights on Gohan. Luckily Old Kai reveals a secret source of power that could save the day. Is Goku ready to collate with his son like never before and
terminate Majin Bu's reign of terror? 268 Union Rivals Thursday 7, 2002 268 After Majin Buu absorbs Gohan, Goku's plan to join forces with his son is lost. But an ally unlike arriving on the scene -- Vegeta! Will Saiyan's point set aside his differences and agree to join up with Goku? 269 Meet Vegito Friday, November 8, 2002 269 The Bodies of Goku and
Vegeta join the form of a new soryan courageous courageous. The monster Majin Buu is impressed by the strength of his new opponent, but refuses to take him seriously. Will Majin Bu's arogant sister defeat him? 270 Rip of Universal Monday 11 November 2002 200 270 Saiyan gerior Super Vegito matches Majin Buuch for punch. But the monster's new
opponents stir an uncontrollable wrath in the heart of the beast. Does Magnic Bu's frenzy mean the end of Earth's planet and the universe itself? 271 Vegito ... Downsized Tuesday 12 November 2002 271 rage to battle between Vegito and Majin Buu! The Super Saiyan combo seems to have the fight well in hand. But is Vegito tempting to jump by playing with
Buu? What horrific tricks does the wisest, pink monster still have his sleep? 272 Incredible Fighting Candidate Wednesday, November 13, 2002 272 Was reduced to a coffee-flavored candy, it seems nothing can stop Vegito from being consumed by the evil Man Buu. But when the gumdrop fights are back, Buu realizes that the fight is far from over! The 273
Innards at Buu on Thursday 14 November 2002 273 When Majin Bu absorbed Vegito, pasting Saiyan apart in Goku and Vegeta once again. Deep in the inner workings of the villain, they reveal their plans to rescue Gohan and the others. But does the duo survive the deadly digestive process and carry out their mission? 274 Leader Contractor Friday,
November 15, 2002 274 Hazards copious as Goku and Vegeta continue their search for Gohan and others inside Majin Buu's body! After meeting some creepy and disgusted bedfellows to finally find what they're looking for when they enter the top of Magic Bu's! Or are they? 275 Vision and Vision Monday 18 November 2002 It seems that all will be planned
when Goku and Vegeta find Gohan and others—until they are attacked by Majin Buu, which is! The showdown begins, but Buu's fight inside his own is an aerial leader experience. Will Goku and Vegeta survive in this twenties house of terror where all are Bouu? Kid Bu Saga Primary Article: Kid Buga Buga Ep# Original Title Code Production 276 Evil Kid
Buu! Tuesday 19 November 2002 276 When the Super Buu Body starts to slow down once again, Goku and Vegeta have to get out fast! But what's the expectation if they managed to escape? What are Buu's incidents turning to now? 277 End of Earth Monday 17 March 2003 277 After the ropes of the woly-poly Buu attachment are cut by Vegeta, Majin Buu
should be mute in a weaker shape. But instead of getting even stronger! This defil all but Kibito which discloses Majin Bu's rare story! New evil Buu chose his first target - Mother Earth itself! 278 True Saiyans fought alone Tuesday 18 March 2003 278 And Earth erased from existence, Majin Buu commenced his quest for Goku and Vegeta, leaving all worlds
destroyed in his wake. But when Bu's Hunt brings him to the world of Kais, Goku and Vegeta draw the line! The Super Saiyans lure Zen away by raising their power levels and disclosing their locationabouts, putting the scene in for the fighting of all battles! 279 The Universal Battle begins Wednesday, March 19, 2003 279 with Majin Buu on the scene and
ready to fight, Kibito Kai is surprised to seek Goku and Vegeta play a game in Rock, Paper, Scissors! Rather than use the fusion technique to join their powers, the duo decided to fight one Buu one at a time. First up -Goku, the lucky winner... Are you lucky he just ran out? 280 Respect vegeta on Thursday 20 March 2003 280 When Super Saiyan 3 Goku fell
out of fatigue, Vegeta has to step into the fragile. But in no time, Vegeta himself is falling! And even as Majin Buu is about to deliver the death, a renewed Goku overjoyed the battle and saved him. Astoundone by Goku's greatness, the Prens Saiyan pays a moving money to his long-time rivals! 281 Minutes of Desperation Friday, March 21, 2003 281 As its
battle against inexcessible Buu continues, Goku's power begins to diminish. The Super Saiyan 3 wants to finish the fight before it's too late, but it needs time to pick up enough energy to finish the job. Join Vegeta, who is starting a furious battle with Buu to buy Goku time needed. Totally outclassed, can Saiyan's gut manage to stay alive? 282 Old Bu
Emerges Monday 24 March 2003 Just as Vegeta is about to breathe his last breath into his heroic, but will not receive efforts against Majin Buu, Mr Satan steps in to take the challenge! It seems that the hero might have signed his death warrant, but when Buu tries to attack him he become disabled and agony! The wicked bu soon discovered the source of
his pain, and it turns out to be a big, pink surprise! 283 Earth Reborn Earth Tuesday 25 March 2003 as Magic Magic Buu wages a war against his evil comrades, Vegeta asks Dende to resume Dragon's new Name of the Planet. Through the miraculous power of the Dragon Balls, the Earth and its inhabitants are redirected to life! But with the good power the
Buu decreases rapidly, does Vegeta have enough time to carry out the final phase of his plan? 284 Call to Action Wednesday, March 26, 2003 284 With time running out, Goku desperately waited for the collective energy on earth to vitalize the Spirit Bomb. But the energy isn't coming! Why has the people of earth turned a deld ear into Vegeta for help at this
most critical moment? 285 People on Earth Unit Thursday March 27, 2003 285 When the people Earth ignoring even Goku's cry for help, it seems defeat is imminent. But when World Champion Host Satan steps in and asks, the skeptical people have a change of heart. Will the deposition of energy happen in time? Goku can only wait and look at horror as
Vejeta crumbles under the might of Majin Buu! 286 Spirit Bonmb Triumphant Friday, March 28, 2003 286 When the good Buu and Sir Satan free Vegeta from the Majin Buu, Goku launches the Spirit of Bombers! But the tired Saiyan doesn't have enough power to deliver the explosion, and Buu sends it right back to him! Can Goku be destroyed by his own
attack or may one last wish of the Dragon save the day? 287 Celebration and Majin Buu Monday March 31, 2003 287 When Goku and his companion return to Earth after the defeat of Majin Buu, they are greeted with open arms. But nobody is happy to see the good buu! Does the pink man of Satan manage to fit into society? Or is it destined to be an
extension? World Peace Saga Main article: World Peace Saga Ep# Original Title Airdate Production Code 288 It is still quite late on Wednesday 2, 2003 288 Goku is nowhere to find, and Shes getting malder by the minute! But Gokou has his hands full of four dragon eggs from the wild danger. Though it can save dragons, it will soon face an even more
dangerous peil... One Mad Chi-Chi! 289 Granddaughter Pan Thursday, April 3, 2003 289 It has been ten years since the mischief of Majin Buu, and Earth is once again in peace. Gohan became an intellectual. Trunks and Goten got strong, young teenage teenager! Vegeta and Bulma have a new daughter named Bulla! And a Goku's grandfather! 290
Reinjuntation Buu to Friday, April 4, 2003 290 A world tournament is set to begin! With a little help from Majin Buu, Goku rigs the design so that it is to match a mysterious fighter jet in the first round of the finale! But is this shy, small village boy named Ub really as fake as Goku thinks? Or did the Saiyan make a big mistake? 291 On the next Goku trip Monday
7 April 2003 291 Ub grows stronger as the rage of battles, soon becoming Saiyan's equal! Neither warrior doesn't give an inch of this fast pass, destructive battle. But before the match is decided, Goku makes a starting revelation. With his plans revealed, Goku and Ub exceeded the plot to leave a stunning crowd in their wake. Edited Episode The Ocean dub
list of Dragon Ball Z was the first English dub in the Franchise, with only the first two seasons of the dubbed show. The Ocean Dub in the series, marked with children, was remarkable for the heavy show: Getting rid of the most reference to death and editing violent scenes. The episode was so modified that while the first two seasons were composed of 67
episodes of the Japine dub, Funimation shortly the first two seasons of the Showcase Episode (or 56 episodes if the Tree in might be three partner counts). These 53 episodes were also reduced later reduced by Funimation for Television Broadcasts, in addition to DVD-only dub dub of the original 67 episodes. After the ocean group dubbing in the first two
seasons, the series was then immediately banned by actors voice funimation at home, starting from 54 episodes. See the Funimation List Uncut Episode list below for more information about the Funimation dub. Saiyan Saga Main Article: Saiyan Saga Ep# Title Original Code Production Aircraft 1 Arrival at Raditz Friday September 13, 1996 One No New
Battle, Goku has lived a quiet life in the country with his wife Chi-Chi and their son Gohan. While in a meeting with his friends, Goku visited by evil His brother Saiyan, Raditz, who kidnaps Gohan and holds him hostage. 2 The world's strongest teams Friday, September 20, 1996 two Goku and Piccolo team up to defeat Raditz with gohan relief, but their
combined power is not enough. Gohan, while closing in on Raditz's gap pod, showed incredible power levels, which Raditz finds hard to believe. 3 The hidden power of Gohan on Friday 27 September 1996 4 Raditz managed to disarm Piccolo, literally, and is able to survive Goku's special technique, the Kamehameha. Gohan then broke out of Raditz's
space pod and with his power raised by his fury, stick to Raditz, giving Goku the time tougher on him and allowing Piccolo to load up his new technique, The Special Beam Cannon. 4 Goku's strange trip Friday 4 October 1996 5 Piccolo hit both Raditz and Goku and Special Beam Cannon, killing them both. Before he dies, Raditz reveals his two partners
Saiyan, Vegeta and Nappa will arrive on Earth in one year. Piccolo then took Gohan to his train, while Krillin sent say chi-chi at the last of them. In the other world, Goku is sent to King Kai to receive training in preparation for the Saiyans. 5 Metamorfosis Gohan on Friday, October 11, 1996 8 A night during training, Gohan gazes into the full moon and
transformed into a Great Ame. Before it causes any serious damage, Piccolo destroys the moon, which turns Gohan back to normal, removes his heart, prevents him from transforming again, and then letting him to take for himself. A message from Yajirobe said Krillin went to train at The Lookout of Kami's, and carried Yamcha, Tien, and Chiaotzu along with
him. 6 Gohan Made a friend Friday 18 October 1996 1996 Gohan befriends a Brontosaurus, but lost it to an avid Tyrannosaurus Rex. Meanwhile, Krillin and Bulma get Yamcha in one of his baseball games. 7 The issue of Arlia Friday, October 25, 1996 11 on their way to Earth, Vegeta and Nappa countries on Planet Arlia and were arrested by movies of the
rulers. Later they helped free all the prisoners and overthrew the king. And they destroyed the planet and continued on Earth. Home to infinite Losers Friday, November 1, 1996 13 On its way to king Kai's planet, Goku accidentally lands on road snakes and lands in House for the Infinite Losers (H.F.I.L) where he meets two ogres, Goz and Merz. After beating
Goz in a struggling match with Mez at a speed match, the two ogre showed him a secret passage leading to the beginning of the Snake Route. 9 Prince Snake Hospital Friday, November 8, 1996 1996 Goku came across a house on Snake Road and a beautiful woman named Princess Snake tried to kill him without knowing it. 10 Escape from Piccolo Friday
11 September 1998 1998 15 Gohan trying to escape from piccolo's training and get home to his mother' , without piccolo finding out. Along the way, Gohan tries to save some orphans from going to an orphanage. Note: This episode was skipped during Dragon Ball Z's original 1996-1998 run of syndication due to concerns about its content, although it was
later revealed on Cartoon Network. Showdown 11 past Friday, November 15, 1996 17 Kami placed Krillin, Yamcha, Tien, and Chiaotzu in the Pendulum Hall, where they fought against two Saiyans, who beat Z-combatants, but were told by Kami Saiyan they were not as powerful as those on their way to earth.12 End of Way Snake Friday, January 3, 1997
18 Goku reaches the end of The Snake Way and meets King Kai; meanwhile, Gohan once again becomes a Great Ame and Piccolo find the old space podd Goku to project an image of the full moon. Then he destroyed the pod with his Special Cannon, turning Gohan back to normal, and removing his heart again. 13 A battle against gravity ... Catch bubbles!
Friday 10 January 1997 1997 Goku's first job is to make King Kai Ha. Once done, he said they catch Bubbles, the Monkey King of Kai. With the increase of gravity on King Kai's planet, it's harder than what it looks like. 14 Legend of Saiyans Friday 17 January 1997 20 Goku's Gregory is Gregory's grashopper, King Kai's grashopper, and a hammer. While
taking a break, King Kai tells goku the legend of the Saiyans and his connection to the Hardy Sor circuit. 15 A dark day for Planet Earth Friday 24 January 1997 21 Goku completed his training, learning Kaio-Ken and the Spirit of the Bomber, but the Saiyans finally came to earth. Goku is wanted back to life and rushed down Snake Way, but unfortunately, it
will take him two days to reach the battlefield. 16 The battle begins ... Goku where you are? Saturday, February 1, 1997 22 while Goku races down snake way, Piccolo, Gohan, Krillin, Yamcha, Tien and Chiaotzu fight with Nappa's Saibamen, each of them is as strong as Raditz. 17 Sambamen strike Saturday, February 8, 1997 and the Battle of Saibamen
continue, and Yamcha died when one of them self-destroyed over it. A fierce Krillin kills the rest with one explosion. Now it's Nappa's turn. 18 Nappa... invisible? Saturday, February 15, 1997 24 With All Nappa steps into the battle with tien attack, who lost her arm in Saiyan. Chiaotzu kills when he tries to fail to kill Nappa's self-destroyer. The battle will
continue as Goku makes his way back to Earth. 19 Tien goes all out!! Saturday 22 February 1997 25 Madman of Chiaotzu's Sacrifice, The Tien Fires His Tri-Beam Home in Nappa, Using All His Energy, and Dies. Nappa, without arms, continues his suffering against the rest of Z-fighters. Vegeta tells him to stop and give them three hours for Goku to show
up. Nappa spent the time killing the news crew. 20 Time is Up! Saturday 12 April 1997 27 Three Eggs passed and Goku still did not arrive on the battlefield. Vegeta allowed Nappa to start attacking the Z-fights that remain longer. Meanwhile, Goku arrives on Earth and heads to the battle of the Nimbus Cloud. 21 Back Goku Saturday, April 19, 1997 28 Nappa
tries to kill Gohan with a blast, but Piccolo jumped to the road and killed, along with the Kami and Ball Dragons. Goku arrives on the battlefield in time, and he starts to fight with Nappa. Soon, Nappa's powerful man finds himself overwhelming by the goku even more powerful. 22 Goku Strikes Back Saturday 26 April 1997 297 Goku continues to humiliate
Nappa, until Vegeta tells him to restore it. Nappa then moves in to attack Gohan and Krillin, but Goku uses his Kaio-Ken And slow in Nappa, critically injuring the Saiyan. Rabid of his partner's weaknesses, Vegeta kills Nappa's weakened career. Goku and Vegeta then start fighting. 23 Goku vs Vegeta... A Saiyan Duel! Saturday 3 May 1997 30 Vegeta is
superior to the start of their fight, and not even Kaio-Ken's x2 is enough for Goku to get the upper hand. Desperate, Goku uses the Kaio-Ken x3 and Vegeta power. Enraged, Vegeta attempts to destroy the planet with his Weapon Galick, but Goku counters it with his Vegeta's outburst of ads kaio-ken x4. Always angry, Vegeta creates an artificial moon and
transforms into a great ame. 24 Vegeta ... Saiyan Style! Saturday 10 May 1997 31 As a Great Fue, Vegeta begins to play with Goku. Goku tried to hit him with a Spirit bomb, but Vegeta noticed and exploded him before he could. 25 Stop Vegeta Now! Saturday 17 May 1997 33 Yajirobe interrupted Vegeta's heart, returning him back to normal form, and
Gohan took his father's place in his battle. Meanwhile, Goku uses the last of his energy and makes a Spirit of Bomb and gives it to Krillin. Krillin throws it at Vegeta, but jumps over it. Gohan blocks it back and hits Vegeta, but he survives the attack. The Battle ends Saturday 24 May 1997 34 Gohan looks at the artificial moon and unknownly becomes a Great
Ame. He attacked Vegeta, until Frank Saiyan's Point cut his heart off, but Vegeta broke by Gohan while returning to normal, and he finally defeated. Krillin is trying to kill him with Yajirobe but Goku convinces him not to, believing that Vegeta is learning to change the wrong way he just like Piccolo did, and Vegeta escaped to his space pod. Saga Name Main
Article: Name Saga Ep# Title Original Aircraft Production Code 27 A New Purpose... No Saturday 13 September 1997 36 Goku, Krillin, and Gohan were brought to the hospital after their fight against the Saiyans. Meanwhile, Bulma and Mr. Popo find old boat Kami, which he used to come to Earth from No, his home planet. She prepares to go there while
others are resting. 28 Journey to No On Saturday 13 September 1997 1997 38 Gohan, Krillin, and Bulma take off for names while goku stays in the hospital. While in space, a bunch of people invade their boat, think they work for Frieza. 29 Friends or footers? Saturday 20 September 1997 397 Bulma was found arte by a mysterious group of military, heavily
armed refugees while traveling in Nonk. In the first time, they accuse the trio of being accurately destroyed Frieza's home planet. However, when the Earth helps in a dangerous situation, refugees are allowed to continue in their journey in name. They reach the planet and, with the help of two native names, begin their search and find two Dragon Bouls. 30
Hunt for a Dragon Ball Saturday 20 September 20, 1997 42 On No, Bulma, Gohan, and Krillin continue their search for Dragon Balls with the help of their names. On Earth, Goku starts his training early even though he is no longer healed, while far into the universe, Vegeta finishes his recovery in one of Frieza's bases. 31 Who?! Saturday 27 September
1997 43 Bulma, Gohan, and Krillin discover that they are not on behalf of, but a planet where two aliens are trapped. They plan to accept the Bulma boat. On Earth, Goku finds that he has not fully recovered from his wound and is taken back to the hospital by Chi-chi and Master Roshi. 32 Touchdown on No Saturday 27 September 1997 44 after escaping
from the Aliens, Gohan, Krillin and Bulma countries on No. Previously there, Vegeta, Frieza, and his feed are also seeking dragon balls. Face-off on Behalf on Saturday 4 October 1997 45 Mr Frieza destroyed the Bulma boat, blocking them on behalf. Krillin and Gohan in returning down the henchmen. Meanwhile, fighting Vegeta and killing his rival Cui,
another one of Frieza's henchmen. 34 Frieza Frieza Saturday, October 4, 1997 46 Goku is completely healed, thanks to a weight senzu from Yajirobe. Then he broke out of the hospital and leaves for names in a rebuild version of his old Liiyan thick space, built by Dr. Briefs. Meanwhile, Gohan and Krillin watch as Frieza invaded a Namekian village. 35
Names Versus Frieza on Saturday 11 October 11, 1997 47 Gohan and Krillin continue to watch as central center Frieza's Dodoria slaughters Namekian village. 36 escape from Dodoria on Saturday 11 October 1997 48 Gohan and Krillin take off and Save Dende, a Nonkian child, from the hands of Dodoria died. He ran behind them, but they escaped. 37
Secrets revealed Saturday, October 18, 1997 49 Vegeta fought with Dodoria and forced him to say what really happened to his duty, Planet Vegeta. Dodoria revealed that it was Frieza who destroyed her, and then Vegeta killed her. 38 A collision course Saturday 18 October 1997 1997 50 The Goku ship is split, and it is right headed toward a star, but it uses
it to cleanse itself back on the road. Meanwhile, Vegeta wiped out a name village and took a Dragon Ball. 39 Stay away from Frieza on Saturday October 25, 1997 51 Frieza, who found five dragon balls, celebrated, while King Kai informed Goku that Yamcha, Tien, Chiaotzu, and Piccolo arrived on his planet. 40 Zarbon Transformed Saturday, October 25,
1997 53 Vegeta battles with Zarbon, another of Frieza's meals, and has until transformed. He grew numerous, Zarbon games with Vegeta before he tapped it out. Elder's name On Saturday, November 1, 1997 54 Dende took Krillin to Guru, the oldest Nonkian. Guru gives Krillin a dragon ball and unlocks his hidden potential, which makes him much
stronger.42 Find Vegeta! Saturday 1st November 1997 55 Frieza ordered Zarbon to retrieve Vegeta, while Yamcha, Tien, and Chiaotzu begin their real training in the other world with King Kai. 43 Vegeta Reviewed Saturday 8 November 1997 56 Frieza Heals Vejeta, but he rescued and jumped all Frieza's dragon balls. Vegeta then finds Krillin with a dragon
ball and starts running behind him, and Zarbon's chase. 44 A heavy burden Saturday, November 8, 1997 57 Vegeta and Zarbon begin to battle again. Vegeta, who's stronger thanks to his Saiyan recovery cell, defeat Zarbon. Meanwhile, Goku gets stuck in a magnetic storm while training in the 100x gravity and liter locked vehicle of gravity cutting. Forty-two
Immortality denied Saturday 15 November 1997 58 Vegeta finish off Zarbon and Rob Dragon Krillin off the ball. He then ran to Gohan, but failed to notice that he is also hiding a dragon ball. Gohan brings it back to Bulma and Krillin. Meanwhile, Frieza ordered his elite fighting force, the Ginyu Force, to come in immediately. 46 The tree might be: Part 1
Saturday 15 November 15, 1997 No maverick space criminal group led by class Saiyan Turles (carrying a similarity to striking goku) occurs on Earth to plant the tree. Note: This is Part 1 of the tree edited in might dub. It was originally raised as if it were part of the TV series.47 The Tree in might be: Part 2 Saturday 22 November 22, 1997 No when the
warriors Z found word on the news, Goku, Krillin, Tien, Chiaotzu, and Yamcha surrendered trees to the late trees and villains planted it. They arrive in the tree and blast it together as hard as they can. However, after the dish is clear, Scattered trees without a scratch. Then the fight begins. Tien, Chiaotzu, Krillin and Yamcha are all defeated by Turles' men.
Turles grab Gohan and Piccolo appear to help. Piccolo is easily beaten and Gohan is pitching away. Then Turles creates a strong moon in a bright energy ball and Gohan transforms into a true shape of ame. Goku managed to turn Gohan back and response to defeat Turles. Note: This is part 2 of the edited tree in might dub. It was originally raised as if it
were part of the TV series.48 The Tree in case: Part 3 Saturday 22 November 1997 There is no Single Goku left. With him Kaio-Ken Goku easily defeated the Turles henchmen and then confronted Turles himself. Goku and Turles fight even, but Goku seriously outmatched once Turles eat a fruit of the tree in late May. Goku eventually managed to defeat
Turles with a second Spirit Bomb, after first failed. Note: This part 3 of the tree is edited in might dub. He originally rose up as if he were part of the television series. 49 Major problems for Bulma on Saturday 31 January 1998 1998 59 Bulma drop the dragon ball into the water and come to a mini-sub to get it back, but settle at the club a giant of eggs, and has
the battle to go get it.50 peel for the dragon balls! Saturday 7 February 1998 60 Bulma was captured by two of the Frieza centuries, but the tricks are thinking there are plenty of dragon balls in the crab egg. They try to split them up and the crab kills them. 51 Arrivals of the Ginyu Forces on Saturday 7 February 1998 1998 Vegeta and Krillin fought, while
Gohan's potential is clearly not Guru. He returns to help Krillin. Meanwhile, the Frieza fighter jet, the Ginyu Force, arrives on No. In space, Goku finishes his training in 100x gravity and is astonished by his newfound powers. 52 Elite Fighter Jets of the Universe ... Force Ginyu on Saturday, February 14, 1998 62 Frieza introduces the Guinea Force, and
Vegeta is forced to team up with Gohan and Krillin. Captain Ginyu steals the Dragon Balls, while Gohan and Krillin prepare to fight Guldo, the weakest member of the Ginyu Force. 53 Time Tricks and Body Tie Saturdays 14 February 1998 1998 63 Guldo use its psychological time to fight against Gohan and Krillin by freeze them in the air. While frozen, he
prepared to cast a tree into them, but Vegeta killed him before he could. 54 No Refugee In Recoome Saturday 16 May 16, 1998 64 Vegeta Attack Recoome, second member of the Ginyu Force, but cannot be contained. Recoome eventually undo it before starting to challenge and defeat Krillin. note: This episode was originally containing the Recoome title
without relent. 55 Enter Goku Saturday 23 May 1998 65 Friza finally found all seven Dragon Balls, but realized that it needs a password to use them. Meanwhile, Gohan fights Recoome and puts a good effort, but Recoome is far too strong. Eventually Gohan is when Renewing his neck breaks. Though it seems in the end is near however, Goku finally arrives
on behalf and heals Gohan with a Senzu Bean. 56 Goku... Super Saiyan? Saturday 23 May 1998 66 after healing Krillin and Vegeta and Bean Senzu, Goku Challenge Recoome. Recoome believes that he is just facing another weakened, but is quickly proven wrong when Goku defeated him with just one tinn. As the remaining force members Ginyu, Burter
and Jeice, contending Goku, Vegeta begins to suspect that Goku is the first Super Saiyan to emerge in the year 3000. See also List of Dragon Ball Z episodes Dragon Z community content is available under CC-NOT-SA unless otherwise noted. More Dragon Ball Wiki Wiki
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